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From Where I Sit
Notes from the President

This issue brings lots of changes. Per-
haps the first is there is no editorial this
issue as there is no editor. Not sure if that is
good news or bad news. To compensate,
there may be two editorials in the next
issue.

We lost Bob. There is only so much we
can do. Bob had several loyal followers.
Requests to retain his services, ranged from
a simple "Keep Bob;. dump the computer
and HAK!" to some eloquent pleas for his
retention. That meant about 99.7 percent
either did not care, or wanted the USCA to
get into the nineties.

Several asked about our agreement with
Bob. Bob never signed an agreement with
us, at his request. Suffice to say that we
have become increasingly dependant upon
computers for day by day operations in the
USCA since 1984 when we first put our
membership records on computer database.
The time was now to develop a professional
appearence for our news journal in keeping
with the professional feeling we all have.
We have relied more and more on computer
technology in the production of the Sidecar-
ist and we must come to grips with that. It is
not just a simple matter to "Dump the com-
puter & HAK".

With only about 14 to 18 editorial
pages (excluding the regular features and
the advertisements) there is only so much
that can be printed. Many articles on side-
cars and sidecaring written by our members
lay around on the cutting room floor, and
have done so since 1985.

With a typeset style your articles will
be printed. With typesetting, the current
content fits nicely into 32 pages. If we can
retain the 40 page issue, those additional
pages will contain your stories. That in-
crease amounts to the equivalent of yet
another 12 or more typed pages, or about

two times the story content you now enjoy.

I am not saying that we will always
have a full 40 page typeset issue. You can
see that it is far more work and effort to
produce than a simple cut and paste, and
will cost more than a 40 page typed issue. It
will depend on content available at the time
of publication and cost. The size will be at
the discretion of the Editing and Publication
Team (or the E&P Team), but it will be at
least 32 pages, the equivalent of what you
have been receiving. Bob did the best he
could with the resources available to him,
but there is so much more we can do with
the full E&P Team which takes over with
the next issue.

This issue, prepared entirely by myself
with material you have supplied, is not
indicative of what you will be getting. I
make no claim to being either an editor or a
typesetter; just a dumb engineer doing a job
of necessity. Wait for the next issue and give
the team a chance to get their feet on the
ground before you throw bricks.

One major reason we had not consid-
ered typesetting before was that it was
previously the exclusive domain of only the
very large clubs or the rich and the famous.
Like the BMWMOA or the Goldwing clubs
with memberships in the tens of thousands.
That is no longer true. Computer technology
has placed this power in the hands of every
club no matter how big or small.

What does this mean to you, the mem-
ber, if the E&P Team is computer literate?
Your story or article does not have to come
to HAK for scanning or setting into either
into type or typeset. The E&P Team can and
will do it. I get out of the picture entirely.

Our dues have been constant at $18
since 1984. What else has been? Only by
very good fiscal management has this been
possible. Even at this we have many dear
sidecarists on a fixed income who must
decide whether to put food on the table or
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From Where I Sit..
keep their membership. Anything to cause
dues to increase will meet with very strong
resistance not only from me, but from most
of the Executive Committee.

What most of Bob's letters of support
indicated was that they wanted an editor
who was sidecar literate first. They appeared
to feel anyone who was computer literate
could not be sidecar literate also. Wrong.
All persons in America use computers in
their daily life. They control your cars and
now your motorcycles. Your television set
and your toaster. You use them every time
you cash a check or make a purchase at your
grocery store. So what is the big deal? Most
Committee Executives, National and BOD,
are computer literate.

It should come as no real surprise that
we have not one, but several, who are also
into desk-top publishing, including Larry De
Voss, John Duginas, Hal Kendall, Clarence
Kessler, Kim Schwind, Marge Ann Wimpee,
and Jim Rubens, to name but a few. All are
dedicated sidecarists with desk-top publish-
ing skills.

Heading the list are Kim Schwind from
the East Coast and Marge Ann Wimpee from
the West. Putting out the Sidecarist is really
much more than a one man show. Can any
Editor do without assistance?

So we have divided up the chores for a
Story Editor in the East Coast, and a Pro-
duction Editor in the West Coast. Both have
a full array of equipment such as scanners,
laser printers, word-processors, and ad-
vanced desk-top publishing programs. In
effect, we now have a four person E&P
Team effort as each editor is backed up a
dedicated husband who is also a dedicated
sidecarist and is also computer literate. A
task of this magnitude must be team ori-
ented. A coordinated team we now have.

The Story Editor will handle and set all
major articles and features (except for those
Rally reports which the West Coast Editor

attends and writes about) while the Produc-
tion Editor will handle regular features
including the collection of advertisements,
and the printing.

Kendall will then be removed from any
phase of editing and publishing. Perhaps I
can now get back to working on the revised
Sidecar Manual which has been delayed the
past year until we got this situation re-
solved. Perhaps I can even get to ride my
sidecar again, that is, if I can ever get it out
of the shop! A simple order of priorities in
ones life.  The USCA first.  My sidecar rig
next.  My driving pleasure last.

Why am I editing this edition? The
candidates of choice did not appear until
they read of our desperate need in the last
issue, just prior to Rally time. No way could
I dump this task onto green editors, for us,
faced with an editorial deadline just a few
weeks away. The two new editors will begin
accepting your material NOW.

Technical articles and feature stories:
Story Editor: Kim Schwind. Kim uses an
IBM PC system. Send on a floppy if you
have, with a hard copy of the article. Other-
wise typed copy, preferably double spaced,
or clear handwriting is acceptable.Include
photos, sketches, and other art work. Her
address is 35 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY
14450. Kim will also handle the Annual
Emergency and Friendship Column, and the
Annual Index. Kim will provide additional
comments in her column.

All other regular features: Production
Editor: Marge Ann Wimpee and Neil
Jameson, Jameson Enterprises, 390 Hallson
Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. These fea-
tures include all news from Chapters, my
column, all advertisements, classifieds and
space, Coming Events, Industrial News,
fliers, your letters to the editor, historical
notes (the way we were), Manufacturers and
Service, the editorial deadlines, and cover-
age on any rally events she attends. She will
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provide comments in her column. Marge
uses a Mac computer.

Where does Bob fit into this? Bob is an
excellent freelance writer and a dedicated
sidecarist with many USCA friends. We did
not wish to lose his services. He is welcome
to submit articles or letters to the E&P
Team, as are all contributors. We hope he
will continue to do so, and that we will see
him along the road, or at a rally.

To further enhance input for the Side-
carist, all Local Chapter Editors are now
automatic Associate Editors. Copies of their
material will be sent to the E&P Team so
any material produced by a Local Chapter
can appear in the Sidecarist if of interest to
all members. Some authors feel more com-
fortable writing for their local first.

We encourage those with time and skill
to become regular Contributing Authors on
varied topics such as safety, training, his-
torical, touring, and technical items. We
have a vast knowledge of sidecaring in our
membership that is yet untapped. If we don't
tap into this, who will?

This major change also brings lesser
changes into play. The task of Advertising
Manager that Jack Fassel has been trying
unsuccessfully to unload the past year or so
is taken on by Marge Ann. Marge is expert
in this as she is the Production Editor of
three weekly newspapers and an Annual
Visitors Guide in her area. Perhaps we can
land some major National accounts.

We just had a request for ad informa-
tion from the ad agency who handles the
account of one of the largest manufacturers
of tires, the first time ever. Larry Alger set
the wheels in motion. Can we land? Per-
haps, but certqainly not if our magazine is
not professional in appearance.

Why is ad income important to you as a
member? Without it, you pay for all that it
takes to run the Association. Ads bring you

informed information but more importantly,
your dues stretch further. They support you.
Some believe that advertisers do not want to
advertise in our Sidecarist, that you are too
restrictive an audience. We just can't buy
that, not with Hack'd, or the TMRA News,
or any of the other specialized publications
we see, brimming with adverts. The adver-
tising bucks are out there. We need to do
whatever is necessary to seek them and get
them, or come back to you for more dues.
There's no free lunch. Someone MUST pay!

Another major change is the acceptance
of the resignation of Jim Krautz from the
Executive Committee and as Membership
Registrar. In the past, this was a work paid
position. Jim took it on to assist us in get-
ting back on our feet with no pay. The
money he saved helped to restore our ailing
kitty. But again, that free service cannot
continue forever. We must now pay to main-
tain the record service.

Jim saw the positive effects his service
had on our Treasury in 1987 but failed to
see the results in 1988. He queried us on
this point in his resignation letter. Had
expenses risen so greatly? Yes, Jim, the
computer we purchased in 1988 for your
services cost us about $1000 (actually, we
got a deal, about $1800 in hardware and
software), and we lost about $2000 on the
1988 side car giveaway at last year's rally.
That will NOT happen again. The computer
will go to the new Membership Secretary,
while we will NEVER again hold a raffle
which puts us at so much risk.

The Membership Registrar's task is also
much more than a one man show. This task
is now split into two logical phases. The
first is that of Membership Secretary who
will process your applications and renewals.
He will liaise with the members, the Trea-
surer and the Membership Registrar. You all
know Al Roach who has been our faithful
Membership Contact the past many years.
He is the new Membership Secretary.

From Where I Sit..
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The Membership Registrar will be John
Dauginus who will maintain the database
and has his own computer. John is quite
familiar with this program and also with
desk-top publishing programs. Look for
changes for the better in your renewal no-
tices, membership cards, application forms,
and so on. John will work closely with Al.
Both tasks are now paid positions.

This change will take place as soon as
John and Al become comfortable in their
new postings and the changes in this edition
reflect this. Without additional unusual
expenses we should finally pay our way and
without incurring a dues increase. Mean-
while, Jim will guide us along. Jim will
continue to process applications and renew-
als until the change over, then applications,
renewals, and checks sent to him will be
turned around to Al for processing. From
now on, please send all membership renew-
als, new memberships, and updates on the
Emergency and Friendship to Al for han-
dling. We will have a few glitches initially,
so please be patient.

I would ask that any who hand out
applications (there are thousands in circula-
tion) with Jim's address to please place Al's
name and address on them before handing to
a prospective member. As Jim points out in
the last issue, he still receives applications
addressed to the PO Box in Van Nuys which
was closed years ago. It will take a while to
change those now in current publications.

We must not look at today, but where
will we be in two, five, and ten years from
now. Will we have the strength to halt the
increasing restrictions placed on us by Big
Brother, or will we also be banned from
existence like the three wheeled ATV? It is
our very survival at stake. Are we up to it?
Or are we just a group of good old boys
content to kick tires and play with our toys
until they are taken away from us?

Our training programs are getting more

respect. We serve the sidecarist as the AMA,
the MIC, and the MSF do for the solo rider.
Can we afford NOT to become professional
in every sense of the word? Hopefully, we
can achieve this without the need for a
glossy tabloid and the appearance of a
drugstore magazine.

The really big news is that we now have
a safety program that the sidecar manufac-
turers can buy into, thanks to the efforts of
Ed, Mitch, the Safety Team in Illinois, and
the Northern Illinois University. The NIU
motorcycle safety program is headed up by
Rick Kieltyka. Rick and his staff have
formalized the training program with our
input so it is recognized as very good. The
sidecar manufacturers are pooling their
resources to provide the USCA with a small
fleet of dedicated sidecar training rigs
necessary for this effort. We will have four
sidecar units dedicated for use in training
exercises and for the Certified Sidecar
Instructor Program. The sidecar manufactur-
ers will receive credit for their assistance.
While this pilot program is in the mid-West,
perhaps one day we will see a similar pro-
gram on the West coast and also on the East
coast. Big oaks from little acorns grow.

For his efforts, Rick will be given the
Pop Dryer Memorial Trophy. This trophy
(we hope it will become a cherished item)
was conceived as a mark of respect to Pop's
lifetime of devotion to sidecaring. It will be
presented to the person who, in the opinion
of the Executive Committee, has done the
most to promote sidecaring or the safety of
sidecaring the previous year. As always, we
ask for guidance from the membership. If
you have a candidate in mind for 1990,
please send to the Executive Secretary, Ed
Johnson. Be sure to include why you think
your candidate is deserving of that award. It
may be published in the Sidecarist. The
trophy will be held by that person for a year.
The award ceremony will coincide with the
annual rally.

From Where I Sit..
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From Where I Sit..
It is the life at the grass roots level

where we enjoy and kick tires. Jim Bartley
has done a great job in bringing interest and
cohesion to the Chapter level and has plenty
more ideas to come. Again, it is the team
effort that makes us different from the rest.
There is no limit to what we can do if we do
not care who gets the credit.

The next USCA rally will return to the
West Coast in 1990 to be held in Charleston,
Oregon on July 19 to 22 hosted by Mike
Phillips. This date change was in response
to your requests for a more family style
gathering so your family can attend. It is
sandwiched between the proposed Mariposa
Sidecar Spectacular (July 14) and the Cana-
dian Bigfoot Rally (July 28). Many will
want to attend all three.

The following year (1991) the rally site
returns to the mid-West with the Hoosier
Hacks as host. Tentative location is the
Shakamack State Campground in Indiana,
and the tentative date the first weekend after
the July 4th weekend. Because of the long
lead times necessary, any suggestions for
another date or location should be given to
Greg Tenbrook as soon as possible. The
Hoosier Hacks will have the final say, but
your input will assist.

Now a word about our Vice President.
Until now, this has been somewhat of a
titular position with the person not really
doing anything. Jeff Sposata is a real breath
of sunshine. He chaired the AGM at the
USCA rally and we accomplished a great
deal. He then conducted the general meeting
at the rally. Jeff is gaining momentum.

Finally, a word about our finances.
While we have not increased dues, we have
gone from the day-by-day existence of by-
gone years that Ed can fill you in with, into
near extinction with the Management Team,
to where we now have a reasonably com-
fortable cushion we never dreamed possible.
This by a total commitment to a team effort

where you are part of the team, and total
fiscal responsibility. Briefly, in 1988, we
received $20111 from membership income,
$13221 from books and para, $10687 from
the 1988 Rally, and $1389 from other
sources. We spent $22061 for the Sidecarist,
includes editors fees, printing, and mailing,
$10270 on the Rally, which does not include
the loss of $2000 on the sidecar raffle, that
was absorbed by the general fund, and
$11750 for replacement of books, para,
postage, mailing, miscellaneous items, and a
computer for the Membership Registrar. We
came out $1309 ahead at the end of the year.
Any who wish to receive a detailed financial
statement can do so by sending a stamped
return addressed envelope to either myself,
or the Treasurer.

The article printed in the last issue on
Financial Stability (page 32) was prepared
some months ago. Since then, the results of
a very successful rally in every sense of the
word, and receipt of a backlog of member-
ship dues, has restored Mitch's enthusiasm.
Now, if only he can get his rig together he
will be in sidecarist heaven.

I regret this has taken so much space
that could have been filled with your ar-
ticles but the membership must be an in-
formed and enlightened membership. It has
been a pleasure to serve. More exciting
changes are coming.

Your comments on these changes may
be addressed to the E&P Team while I take
time out to relax. If you like what we doing,
you will renew and remain active members,
and encourage others to join. If not, we have
failed and will soon become extinct. It is
your choice.

For any who have not received a recent
Sidecarist, or think you have not been in-
cluded in the computer update, please drop a
line to Al Roach. His address is: 130 S.
Michigan Ave., Villa Park, IL  60181

Hal Kendall
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Letters
From Jim Krautz
to the Membership:

It is not easy for me to sit down and write or type
a letter. Some of our members are always writing
something. Others, like me, would rather go riding. My
riding time, these last three years, has been severely
hampered because of the Membership Registrar's job.
But every time the subject came up as to how much
longer would/could I continue, it was always "another
year".

Several things have changed since I first took
over this task in January 1987. My wife and then
eleven year old agreed to pitch in and help. They were
a great help when I was first starting out and doing a lot
of learning. But, time goes on and things change. My
wife is earning a Masters Degree in Banking which
takes all her time for nine months in each year. Teenag-
ers, even loving caring ones, have other things to
occupy their time besides Dad's boring USCA stuff. So
I have become a one man show.

The task can be accomplished by one person, but
it isn't easy and distractions are deadly. In the last year,
with the Treasurer and the Editor doing such great jobs,
our President become bored again. He decided to take
up the cause of computer typesetting. This is the man
who refused to have anything to do with computers
until about a year ago. At that time his boss gave him a
computer and told him to go learn it, NOW!! Now he
prides himself as the Association's computer expert.

When it became apparent that Bob would not go
along, Hal kept pushing. The amount of mail which
has crossed my desk over this matter is mind boggling.
Hal kept telling the committee that he would leave it up
to us, however, the mail kept coming. When Bob and I
made it clear we were opposed, it didn't stop or change.

Hal kept sending out letters with dozens of
comments about how good the typesetting looked. I
agree, it looks great, but we are a low budget magazine
and everything revolves around how good the editor is
and not how glossy the magazine is. Hal may not
realize it, but busy people like Bob and myself don't
need these types of distractions to operate under.

At the same time, while I'm still trying to find
time to respond to Hal and find out if I'm alone on my

stand, I get a letter from our Treasurer. He wants all
checks to come to him by next day; UPS or US mail.
This means I have to find some place near work to
send UPS. I had an agreement with my old manager
and have sent out UPS at no charge to the USCA for
the past two years. That manager is gone and I now
have additional next day UPS to worry about. I found a
place, after a lot of worry and searching. Now, my
expenses have gone up approximately $20 a month
and I have to find another thirty minutes in an already
busy month.

By the time you read this, I will have stepped off
of the Executive Committee. If you have questions
about why, please re-read the above paragraphs (the
straw that broke the camel's back). I will continue to do
the Membership Registrar's job until December 31,
1989. Hal and I have discussed the possibilities of my
coming back on the Committee in another capacity. We
will have to wait and see, but as of July 1, there will be
no Executive Committee Members from California.
Just some food for thought. Be here next issue.

Safe Sidecaring, Jim Krautz.

Dear Jim:
The dozens of comments you referred to were all

from members of the Executive and the National
Committee; only you declined to respond. All others
said to go for it. No one, least of all me, wanted to lose
Bob. In this democratic group, it matters little what you
or I want as individuals, but what do the majority want.
We no longer run the Association as a benevolent
dictatorship. That is often frustrating, but all must have
a chance to speak their piece.

We found professional typesetters who would
take Bob's selection and editing and prepare economi-
cally and professionally. Bob's life would have been
much easier. Other editor's use remote typesetters
routinely. Bob would have none of that.

The decision at the AGM was unanimous with all
present in favor of going with typesetting. I did not vote
in this as I get to vote only to break a tie.

Like yourself, my wife used to work her fingers
to the bone for the USCA. The past two years she has
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relaxed while I do it all. This included working as a full
time assistant to Bob Anderson, the Editor, some
twenty to thirty hours each and every week, which I
just could not allow to continue.  It was a no-win
situation.

In addition, I receive two to five pieces of mail
each day that must be responded to. My post office is
about 10 miles round trip and I make trips two or three
times each week. Have done so the past three years.
My postage bill averages $100 per month on USCA
affairs. Few appreciate the tremendous dedication,
effort and service that falls on the backs of the officers
like yourself that make the USCA happen.

Just glance at each magazine prepared by Bob. It
is much more than a one man show. A Team was
needed, and a Team we now have, beginning with the
next issue. Perhaps, I can finally relax just a little and
get out from underneath.

The effective changeover of the Membership
Registrar and the Membership Secretary goes into
effect with the publication of this issue, however, it will
be several months before it is fully sorted out. Always
is. Appreciate your support.

For the record, the current National Committee
Members on the West Coast include Marge Ann
Wimpee and Neil Jameson, Chief Editor and Produc-
tion Manager of the Sidecarist; Dan Doyle, Para
Person; and Mike Phillips, 1990 National Rally Host.
We are always looking for keen executive talent to
direct the Association affairs and welcome input from
the West coast. Problem is that few want to work 20
hours a week for no pay and nothing but bricks thrown
their way. All who want to be considered for any post
should throw their name in the ring.

We currently need the services of a Sidecar
Manufacturer's Representatine. Also for someone to
coordinate the many USCA trade booths.

Do I hear any volunteers? - Hal.

Keep Anderson

John Grinsel, Safety Specialist, W. Germany.

Letters..
Americade - Estes Park, CO
September 4 - 8, 1989

Clarence Kessler will again host a USCA
sidecar booth at the Estes Park Americade. With
your assistance, it will be an even bigger success
than the inaugural sidecar show in 1988.

Tentative plans include a USCA booth
where you can receive information on and about
the USCA, obtain USCA literature, or just visit
with other USCA members.

A sidecar tour just shy of 100 miles is
planned for 10.00am Wednesday, the 6th, South
to Ward, followed by a loop eastwards to return
to Estes.

Sidecar seminars are planned for Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, with Sidecar Judging
on Thursday.

One or more Sidecar Manufacturers may
have their sidecars available for test drives.
Unconfirmed rumor is that Vern's electrical
adjustable leaner and the Flexit may be available.

Any planning to attend and assist should
contact Clarence prior to Aspencade, if possible,
or check with him upon arrival.

Clarence Kessler
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Car Tires:
The 125SR15 is still produced for the

Citroen 2CV. Michelin produces about 20,000 or
so sets each year in Portugal. Uniroyal used to be
the favorite for sidecar outfits but no longer
make the narrow width radials.

Another contact is Dr. Robert Hellman,
1220 28 th St. NW, Georgetown, DC 20007. As
Editor of the BMW OTL and a 2CV owner he
may know other tire sources.

My personal experience driving a BMW /2
fitted with a 125SR15 on the rear is:

* unlimited mileage.

* wheel needs to be spoked at a offset to provide
adequate clearance for the chain case.

* Car tires are cheap, after the $300 wheel.

* Main advantage is the smaller rolling diameter
equates to a lower gearing so 5th is an active
gear and no longer an "overdrive".

* The lower gearing is easier on the clutch for
easier standing starts.

* Did not find any improvement in handling.

* The narrower standard 3.5-18 is better in
snow!

I see an advantage to a EML BMW boxer
with three identical cast wheels but perhaps the
advantage is just in the looks. I like the skinny
front tire on an outfit. It must work as they last
almost 10,000 miles. The sidecar tire wears out
quicker from toe-in scrub.

The best solution may be the cheap Cheng
Shin tires from Dennis Kirk. Only $19.50 for a
3.50-18 Trials tire, and less than $60 for a tire to
fit the GoldWing.

I buy 5 to 8 new bike tires a year and Cheng
Shin saves me a lot of money. Metzler's are over
$100 for my Honda.

I live and work in Germany and ride 30,000
miles a year, mostly on solo. But the Cheng
Shin's I use on my XBR 500s Honda (CB500 is

the US equivalent) are great. Over 10,000 miles
solo. They are round and can always be balanced
by simply shifting the tire around the rim. Mine
are H rated.

I cruise my bike at 90kph loaded with
luggage and books I use in my work. Mounted a
new Cheng Shin front tire yesterday -perfect.
They have a hard compound which is perfect for
sidecar use. Works great in the rain, although I
had some rear wheel breakaway on wet painted
traffic lines. No tire can prevent that!

Hope you ride lots of miles this year, and
Dr. Goldflies builds an outfit to RIDE and not
place on a trailer! We don't want to hear about
trailered outfits, please.

John Grinsel.

John:
Well, John, my outfit is STILL in the shop.

Must be a record. What do you expect from
Houston?

And I am afraid you will be hearing quite a
lot about trailered outfits. The USCA will soon
have a full stable of trailered sidecar rigs to bring
sidecar training to those who need it. The stock
training rig will likely be a 500cc Yamaha with a
light-middle weight chair.

We give credit to Mitch who dug deeply
into his own pocket to provide a way to train
those less fortunate. The training rigs will be
trailered to the training sites.

Hal Kendall.

Letters..
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W.C. E&PT
Dear Sidecarist subscribers:
The West Coast Editing & Production
Team

We're pleased to introduce ourselves as
the new production editors and advertising
managers of the Sidecarist magazine. We're
looking forward to upgrading the magazine
beginning with the next issue, and we thank
Bob Andersen and all former editors for the
fine groundwork they laid for us. We're
looking forward to working with story
editors Jim and Kim Schwind of Fairport,
New York.

We've been members of the USCA for
eight years and own two sidecar rigs, plus a
number of solo bikes. Neil has been riding
motorcycles since he was old enough to
wrap his knees around one. We bring a lot
of motorcycling experience to the job with
us. We're also in the publishing business.
Marge Ann is production manager for three
weekly newspapers and an annual visitors'
guide, and Neil writes columns for five
newspapers — one on cooking and one
restaurant review column. We each do
feature articles and photo essays on a
"stringer" basis for various newspapers. We
have a complete Macintosh desktop publish-
ing system at home and a side business of
typesetting, graphics, and periodicals.

When we applied to the USCA to take
over production of the Sidecarist, we told
the Committee that we'd like to see a more
professional magazine, but not a "slick"
publication. The Sidecarist is for the read-
ers, after all. We think it's wonderful that
the association had members — us and the
Schwinds — who could take over the publi-
cation with out turning it over to a third
(outside) party. We've felt for a long time
that the Sidecarist could be more and
needed a professional touch so as to attract
more advertising (as you all know, advertis-
ing not only gets the word out about new
products, but helps pay the bills!). We're so

pleased to be involved.

We have the feeling that we're on the
brink of something big with sidecarring.
Everywhere we go, we see sidecars on the
road, and we feel that the Sidecarist and the
USCA are just exactly what all those side-
carists need. With a more professional
publication, we can reach out to them and
be proud. We want, at the same time, to
retain the esoteric side of the magazine. We
want more reader involvement and we
promise to make every effort to get your
stories and pictures into print.

Old submissions have been saved, and
with computerized typsetting and layout
we'll be able to fit more into the magazine
at no more cost to the membership. We'll be
running those stories as soon as possible, so
please don't lose heart; and keep those cards
and letters coming in! Kim will be going
through them all carefully. Any that have
lost their timeliness will be returned with
invitations to update them and resubmit.
And while we will be producing the maga-
zine on computers, we will not ignore any
"non-computer literate" submissions! Pro-
ducing a weekly newspaper, Marge Ann
receives articles written on notebook paper
in pencil, and ads sketched on cocktail
napkins and butcher paper. They all get
read. As for photos, we're working in black
and white so of course black and white
photos will be best. But color photos with
high contrast can be used, and we ask read-
ers to remember that the larger the photo,
the easier it will be to work with. We will
not reject photos merely because of their
size, because they can be reduced or en-
larged on a line camera; the criteria will be
whether they reproduce well in black and
white, and whether there is space in the
magazine. The only type of photo we ask
you to avoid is 60-second Polaroids. They
wind up with the people looking like choco-
late chip cookies on a black plate when
they're reproduced in black and white.
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We would particularly like to hear from
our readers overseas. Those of you who do
have access to computers and wish to sub-
mit articles, take note. If you're working on
Macintosh, send your floppies to us at 390
Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. Our
modem number is 408-336-2476 — we need
only an ASCII text file to translate on the
modem, whether IBM or Mac. If you're
using IBM, send your floppies to Kim at 35
Waterford Way, Fairport, NY 14450. SASEs
would be nice with your floppy. Include a
"slug line" in your document — the name of
the article, your name, address, day and
evening phone numbers. And we will as-
sume that the Sidecarist won't be stepping
on any copyrighted toes if we run your
article or photo.

What to look for, besides more reader
involvement, in future editions: We'll be
using the same type you see in this letter for
the body of the magazine. Surveys have
shown it is one of the easiest and least tiring
to read. We'll be using layout techniques
much like you see in feature articles in your
newspapers and magazines. We'll retain the
two-column format on most pages. The
classifieds will take on a new look which
should attract more attention to the indi-
vidual ads. The sections will be better
delineated. We'll try to keep cut-outs and
mail-in forms for the USCA on the mailing
wrapper, and will place other coupons and
mail-in forms in such a way that they don't
destroy your magazine if you use them. We
naturally assume that you, like us, have
every back issue since you joined, and don't
want a story to be chopped up if you use a
cut-out!

There will be other improvements as we
go along, but we want you to remember that
they're improvements on an already fine
publication. Again, we thank those who
have gone before. And we look forward to
the future — and to hearing from you!

Neil and Marge Ann

W.C. E&PT..
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Editorial
From the Desk of: Kim
Schwind, a Personality
Profile.

Hi, my name is Kim Schwind, and I am
pleased to accept the appointment as Story
Editor/Advertising Manager of The Sidecarist
Magazine. Because I am interested in improv-
ing the image of the publication and motorcy-
cling in general, I actively solicited this posi-
tion. I also hold that the organization warrants
East Coast representation (yes, there are those
who ride east of the Mississippi), and could
endure an occasional feminine viewpoint on a
traditionally male dominated sport.

I look forward to working closely with
Marge Ann Wimpee, our new Production
Editor. We are defining our respective roles
having common goals, including a professional
monthly publication which will eventually
evolve into a full color periodical. We accept
submitted materials in any format, including
handwritten, typed, on a disk, composed, etc.
Because of the differences in the equipment
that we own, we are requesting that any mate-
rial sent on a Macintosh format computer disk
be sent to Marge Ann, otherwise it can be sent
directly to me. If you are going to send in a
disk, please indicate the name of the file and
the name of the program used.

Although we intend to report on rallies
and other events that we attend, unlike previ-
ous Editors, we will not be the major contribu-
tors to the magazine. This is a publication of
the members, for the members, and by the
members, and you are encouraged, even ca-
joled into submitting contributions to the
magazine. This includes information on new
Chapters beginning, Chapter activities, rallies
being held, rallies attended, Charity events,
picnics, etc. We look to those of you who have
technical expertise to impart your wisdom to
those of us who have none, and we want
general interest stories about our members. We
will spot light each of the members of the

Executive Committee and other interesting
members of the Association in a regular col-
umn.

Hal Kendall sent me a large box with past
contributions from the membership for inclu-
sion in the magazine. One of the first duties
that I am performing is to read all of these
articles, and begin to include them as quickly
as possible in THE SIDECARST.

Some of these articles are dated, and I
may have to return them to their original
authors for updating before they can be pub-
lished. Any contributions sent in future will be
included in the magazine as space permits at
the earliest possible opportunity, with dated
materials, such as rally reviews and upcoming
events, taking priority.

We will include information concerning
books and other items for sale through the
Association, and of course, we accept advertis-
ing from our members. We will work with
advertisers to produce professional looking
ads, and will have space for classified advertis-
ing.

As Advertising Manager, I will be work-
ing with other publications to insure that the
Association is represented professionally on a
national level.

On a personal note, I am a free-lance
computer consultant working with a wide
variety of small businesses in my local area,
with an occasional foray into the national
marketplace. I was Editor and Publisher for the
Triumph Tracker, a local car club magazine for
almost ten years, and currently typeset, com-
pose (using desktop publishing), and print the
newsletter for our local Rider Chapter. I also
teach occupational computer courses at a local
business college, which include word process-
ing, data base management, desk-top publish-
ing, and basic computer literacy.

I began the Rider Club Chapter here in
Rochester four years ago with my husband
Jim. Although no longer President, I am the
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liaison between the local and national organi-
zations. Husband Jim is also active as the New
York State Director for Rider Club.

Jim and I have two children, Rachael -10
and Robby - 8. We enjoy traveling and attend
rallies at the local, regional, and national
levels, our most recent adventure was to the
Rider Club National Rally, held in Richmond,
KY.

We own a 1985 Amazonas with a Motor-
vation Formula II lift-nose sidecar, and I
usually ride solo on a custom Kawasaki ZL
600 Eliminator. Occasionally, we all ride on
the Amazonas, with mother and daughter in
the sidecar, and father and son on the bike.

We believe sidecaring is a family sport
which is why we built our rig. Of course, some
of the interest is generated by the Amazonas*
(we only know of the ones owned by Malcolm
Forbes - does anyone else own one in the
U.S.?) but it is unusual to see four people on a
motorcycle.

However, all joking aside, this makes a
great sidecar bike due to its massive size and
low-end torque. It ain't fast, but it won't quit!
It can be fixed at a local garage (don't take it to
a motorcycle shop) with common hand tools
and parts available at discount auto centers and
junk yards.

Although we have only been chairing for
two years, we find the sidecar groups to be a
great group of interesting family oriented
people. We generate a lot of attention when we
travel with the two children in the sidecar, the
trailer running behind, and me bringing up the
rear (otherwise, I lose Jim as my bike is much
faster).

Our children would rather travel to a
sidecar rally than any other type of rally,
because of the active participation of children
in field events and the general acceptance of
children by the adults. We aren't so lucky at
some of the rallies for touring bikes that we
have attended.

Editorial..
We traditionally camp at the rallies, and

manage to pack two tents, dining fly, sleeping
gear, complete kitchen and assortment of other
paraphernalia into the sidecar and trailer.
People in Winnebagos are amazed about how
we can pack so much into so little space. (The
trick is not to pack any air!)

I look forward to a more active participa-
tion in the Association through this position,
and hope to meet as many of you as possible
on our journeys and at the National Rally in
1990. Jim and I are establishing the first New
York State Chapter of the USCA - The Empire
State Sidecar Association. Anyone interested
should phone (716) 223-7786 or drop us a line.
Address on masthead.

So let's here from you and soon!

Kim and Jim Schwind, Fairport, NY.

* Definition: AMAZONAS (noun) A 1/2-
ton VW 1600 cc Bug engine powered two
wheeled Brazilian military behemoth. Package
includes VW transmission w/ reverse; and
high-school level technology. Machine comes
complete with gremlins.

Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor will now be received

by Marge Ann Wimpee, Production Editor, c/o
Jameson Enterprises, 390 Neilson Lane, Ben
Lomond, CA 95005.

Ann can receive floppy disks compatible
with Mac Computers. Please send hard copy as
well. Of course, neat hand writing is still okay.

Major articles and stories should be sent to
the Story Editor, Kim Schwind, 35 Waterford
Way, Fairport, NY 14450. Kim is set to handle
ASCII files on IBM PC's. Please send photos,
drawings, and artwork.
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Support Status Quo
Members in Support
Dear Hal:

Today I received my latest SIDECARIST. I
have finally reached the conclusion that I must
speak up directly in regards to the proposed
changes in the SIDECARIST. There are several
reasons for this letter, which will be sent to each
of the names listed in the masthead of the
SIDECARIST.

Until the appearance of Jim Krautz' letter in
the June-July issue, not much had been said in
opposition to hiring a computer firm and another
editor.

I was wondering if I was the only one who
had reservations about this. Please allow me to
editorialize a bit before I agree with Jim Krautz.

During the time Dorde Woodruff was
Editor, a format seems to have evolved that was
pleasing to read. She also rode or drove her
Sidecar to places as a representative of the
USCA. She showed up here on a test bike after
having done a test on an EML hack farther east.
We again saw her with her Sidecar in Southern
Utah. An easy to read format, good variety of
material and hitting the road to sort of practice
what she preached was an asset to the USCA.

At this time we have an Editor who is
doing the same or maybe more. On the 19th of
May we pulled into a campground in southeast-
ern Minnesota. There was Bob Anderson,
waving and grinning at us. Altogether 8 hacks
showed up at this IBMC Campout. Back in 1983
Bob was about the only person to come to IBMC
Campouts with a Sidecar. He does a lot to
promote Sidecars even when he rides to
campouts on a test bike without a sidecar.

My reasons for agreeing with Jim are as
follows. I recall the folks who complained about
not getting their issues of the SIDECARIST
when We were at the New ULM Rally. I like
computers but my eyes are old enough to appre-
ciate normal sized print and a familiar format.
The compressed print was not the best feature
before Anderson became our Editor.

If we find a computer knowledgeable
Editor, will he also go places with a hack to
represent the USCA? Will the new Editor and
printer with the salary later on?

We were in real financial straits when Bryce
Lee bailed us out with free editorship. In the past
year I understand membership has gone up and
we have survived without going broke. As a
membership organization I am wondering what
we are after. We are growing and have a newslet-
ter, the SIDECARIST, serving our members
about as well or better than any organization's.
We are working on Chapter growth and activities
and as far as I know it is working.

I agree with Jim Krautz. I certainly agree
that Jim and Hal were most instrumental in
saving the USCA. But, I also feel real upset that I
have been put in a position of taking sides on an
issue. I want to point out that people like myself
join an organization to do things with their toys
of our choice. This happens to be Sidecars.

There is no pleasure in making choices of
loyalty to one person or another. Determined or
possibly hard nosed cases like myself do not
drop out for such reasons, no matter how much
we dislike dissent. Most people are not like that.
Change things too much for controversial or
have power struggles and soon you have only
officers left. To those who receive a copy of this
letter, please evaluate this matter carefully.

Sincerely, Clarence Kessler, Hot Springs, SD

Re the Sidecarist Magazine, keep Bob,
dump the computer.

Bill Jones, Wilmont, South Dakota

Note: Several other letters received to
maintain the status quo. We really appreciate the
efforts of those who care enough about the
USCA to tell us what you want. Unfortunately,
you cannot please all the folks all the time. Let's
see just what the E & P Team of dedicated
computer literate sidecarists can really do.
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Progress
Members: Support of
Progress
Dear Ed:

Per the HAK editorial, page 6, of the
last THE SIDECARIST, may I present the
following Member's View, acknowledging
that I am not close enough to the historical
center to be qualified? This is a gut feeling,
no more.

The fate of the United Sidecar Associa-
tion and of THE SIDECARIST publication
are indivisible, each contributing to the
viability of the other.

The "house publication" is a major part
of the glue, perhaps THE Glue that holds
the Association together. This is not an
usual situation. We have only to look at
other special interest magazines and their
chosen "Sport" to see that the strategy is
very often applied -and it works!

Realizing this, one does have a grip on
the bones of the matter. It works! We may
skirmish and exchange fire about the perim-
eter of our activity, but the core must be
preserved. THE SIDECARIST is the single
most influential stimulant to enthusiasm.

It must compete or go down. Compare
pages six and ten of the last issue. Which
"style" will attract and hold the attention of
a first time look at our magazine? Compare
page eighteen and twenty-six. Which
projects an aura of professionalism and
competence?

Recognize the fact that our audience IS
"computer-literate" already, possibly not in
operation, but most definitely in appraisal of
results. We are accustomed to the better
preparation of subject material, the more
finished "professional" appearance of com-
puter prepared pages. Without identifying
the process, our public "knows" which it
likes best. My typewriter competence is
obsolete.

As is everyone's. Typewriter copy now
looks like the sincere effort of the best and
brightest in a high school journalistic effort.
We've outgrown that stuff!

So it is raise your sights to go on, or
yield your place on the track. Kindly emo-
tions and gold watches cushion the end of a
career, and date the event of a new butt in
the saddle. Now THAT is what's important!

I admire the stubborn loyalty that
prompts another person to go down with the
boat. I could wish that loyalty more prag-
matically directed. Having once been young,
I can recall shaking my fist at the fates. And
losing.

Do what you must do, for the future of
the organization. Some of the debts of the
past may remain unpaid. So be it.

J.R. Ewing, Lafayette, Indiana

Some thoughts supplied by JRE for
consideration by the E & P Team:

Departments and columns repeated each
issue would present a better image if accom-
panied by a photo (or sketch) of the colum-
nist (or guest columnist). What does Ken-
dall look like? I might stand alongside and
voice an unguarded opinion, not knowing.

A photograph is worth a thousand
words? I'd like to have seen a picture of
Larry Lehr, so I know who the Head Cheese
is when I get down to the National.

Continue the publication of member
opinions, even when they're wrong. Post-
pone the gentle correction of his misunder-
standing of principle until the NEXT issue,
when a reasonable statement of exceptions
may be less painful - and may air a discus-
sion in which the membership learns some-
thing.

I am convinced that some motorcyclists
and most sidecarists are idealists who will
work up frustration because this damned
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thing will not do exactly what they intend.
Somewhere an easy-going, relaxed, "take it
easy" attitude should be reflected in edito-
rial attitude, or columnist's attitude, when
we are treating with some poor devil's pain.
So he is a little shrill? So some one of us
has crossed that bump before. Easy does it.

The Chapter Director should negotiate
for, and utilize a right to re-publish excerpts
from regional newsletters. This is a form of
recognition for Regional Editors, an added
source of interesting material, and perhaps a
competitive stimulus for better newsletter
preparation - reporting. If the National
Director sees something that has excitement
- value - is readable, then work it up for the
BIG ONE! The National Publication!

Hopefully you have picked an Editor
who is looking ahead, stimulated by the
possibilities. Encourage participation -
support - from those of us who have these
fields of special interest. You might get
words and pictures on the restoration of a
Flxible Flyer!

Link up with the best in parallel publi-
cations. Our competition is NOT with other
publications sharing our interests. It is with
all of those OTHER interests out there.

JR Ewing

Note: Several other letters received
with similar content to proceed into the
future.
The Executive Committee chose to go
with the sentments expressed by JR
Ewing and for the same reasons.

Progress../Rigs

Rally
Charleston, Oregon
Mariposa - July 14, 1990 Bigfoot, Canada -
July 28, 1990

Rigs our Members own:
Send in a snapshot of your rig, and a brief

description of it for inclusion in this section.
Photos should be sharp.

Doc Patterson of Cody, WY submitted this
photo of his H-D with a metal tub. The tub is a
Replica made by Merle Wolf (L & W Body, of
Ducannon, PA). Tub comes with a sidedoor so
fat and elderly folks can walk in without climb-
ing over the top.

Doc is 75 years, above,
his neighbor, below,  is 85.

Doc's neighbor inside tub, with  door closed.
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The Third Wheel
by Allan Lowson, Ladner, BC, Canada Originally published in Canadian Biker, September
- October, 1988. Re-published with permission of the author and Canadian Biker.

Introduction by the Author:
I'm happy to give permission for THE SIDECARIST to reproduce my Canadian Biker

article, in fact I wrote it to draw attention to that neglected appendage ... the third wheel.

My first sidecar rig was also my first flirtation with Indians, an ex-army 741 model. Who
would have thought it would lead to a lifetime relationship? The chair was a lovely little left-
hand rig with elegantly curved leaf springs, an old BSA chair I was told.

I moved up in the world with a military 340 model Chief and a Watsonian child/adult 'hack;
much faster than the anemic 500cc 741.

That was about 25 years and as many thousand miles ago; it's been solos since I came over
the pond in 1974. Been busy with the "Laughing Indian Riders", writing, work, and family since.
I should finish my Indian sidecar rig this fall and then I'm back up on three wheels.

Many of our club members run Indian chairs as the Chief makes an excellent sidecar bike
and the Indian sidecar is roomy and comfortable. Unfortunately, most old tubs ended up behind
barns there to rust away, so the supply is limited.

Fortunately, N.O.S. (New, but Old Stock) and reproduction parts are available such as
chassis parts, tubs, and interiors, as are most Chief and Scout components. For details and
address, please turn to the end of this article. Now read on »

What distinguishes a bike from a car
quick now — two wheels, right? Not always
the case. An extra wheel has come in handy
long before meter maids were chalking tires
from the comfort and stability of their
Servicars.

Steam was the going thing in the early
days (we're talking early), and nobody was
more steamed up about it than James Watt. He
had an assistant, William Murdock, who put a
bit more pressure in his master's boiler by
fooling around with a steam trike in 1786
when he should have been turning out beam
engines. Pity, we could have all been riding
"Murdo-cycles."

January 24, 1800 saw Joseph Cugnot
testing his steam trike in Vincennes Park.
Napoleon was looking for an artillery tractor

Trike History

but he was too busy taking on the world to find
time to ride-sound familiar?

Would-be bikers were also frustrated by
the sheer size of steam cycles and their thirst.
It took another 75 years for Nickolaus Otto to
invent the four-stroke engine and provide a
viable, alternate power source. By 1878 Sir
Dugald Clerk had a two-stroke engine going in
Scotland; whatever you think about ring-dings
versus bangers, compact motor vehicle power
plants had arrived, and they went into trikes.

Edward Butler had a motor trike in Brit-
ain by 1884 and Karl Benz got on three wheels
in 1886 with a four-stroke single lunger. The
late 1880's produced a variety of motor trikes
and forecars (i.e. two wheels in front). Steam
was still around as evidenced by Lucius D.
Copeland's elegant steam forecar manufactured
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in America in 1888, and the Stanley Steamer
certainly proved its worth in car applications.

Perhaps the first really recognizable
motor tricycle was the combination of Count
De Dion's 239cc 1.75 hp one-lung engine and
George Bouton's chassis in 1895. The De Dion
engine turned up in the British Beeston and
Ariel trikes, also in the French Gladiator,
Peugot and US Orient. By 1899 Oscar
Hedstrom was improving the proprietary motor
in America. His cycle pacing tandem fitted
with an improved version attracted the atten-
tion of George Hendee, and the ensuing part-
nership launched the immortal Indian.

Indian always showed a partiality to trikes
from their first bright dawning to the long
sunset of the marque. 1908 saw their introduc-
tion of two forecars, a comfortable tricar with
one's lady friend conveniently located in front
to absorb unplanned impacts, and a delivery
van. The new century ushered in a flood of
fore-cars, 1905 being a particularly good year
with the British Quadrant "car-ette," Raleigh's
3 1/2 hp "Raleighette," German 4 hp Diamant
and Goricke 4 1/2 hp s.v. V-twin. America's
Reading Standard Quick Delivery Van and
Thor's fore-car followed Indian's lead in 1908,
with Harley arriving late in 1915 with their
Motorcycle Truck.

By this time there was a war on and, like
Napoleon earlier, the military was looking for
a few good motorcycles. They quickly discov-
ered you can't ride a two-wheeler and fire a
machine gun, so turned their attention to trikes
and sidecars. Favour shifted to sidecars for
their "two-for-one" aspect, Indian had brought
out their own sidehack in 1911, and by 1916
had it fitted with a Browining machine gun
and some armour. They also developed a two-
wheel rear section, featuring a Browning, into
which you backed your 61" Powerplus, a
precursor of their later Package Car and the
after-market Gouldcar (more later). Britain
was already in the fray with the 1915 744cc V-
twin s.v. Clyno employing a rear-facing
Vickers machine gun to deadly effect.

In all, Indian supplied 41,000 bikes to the
army, H-D 15,000 (including their version of
machine gun sidehacks), the rest being Excel-
siors and a few Clevelands. For a while there
wasn't much happening with trikes apart from
the Belgian FN 61" flat twin M12 army trike in
1934. Sidecars flourished; cheaper than cars,
and ideal for the small family or small busi-
ness. Indian brought out a commercial sidecar
in 1927 for their 37" Scout and Chief, and in
1931 introduced a 45" Scout trike.

The Dispatch Tow was designed by a
Charles B. Franklin to make deliveries or be
towed after a car pickup. The "101" Scout was
a rugged, popular mount and 400 Dispatch
Tows were sold in the first season. A year later
HD caught on and brought out their first Servi-
car, probably the world's best-known trike.

In 1935 Indian introduced their Sport
Scout and brought out a new Dispatch Tow
whose tail section replaced the bolt-on rear
end of the bike's Keystone frame. Like a
sidecar you could ride solo in summer and
safer in winter. The box came in two sizes:
standard and special large (about 9 sq ft capac-
ity), not to mention some Buck Rogers cre-
ations as business innovated futuristic eye-
catching bodywork.

For those requiring greater carrying
capacity, Indian provided the Chief-powered
Package Car/Traffic Car with pickup on en-
closed bodies. Introduced in 1935, this large
commercial trike featured a two-wheeled
channel frame that slipped over the Chief rear
section with regular wheel removed, another 2-
for-1 deal. Unfortunately roadster-type pickups
were introduced by car manufacturers at the
same time, and after about 200 units the Pack-
age Cars were discontinued in 1939. Some
were exported to Europe where fuel economy
was paramount. Lovers of foreign movies may
remember Fellini's La Strada where a Package
Car was the mobile home of Anthony Quinn,
having been converted into a Gypsy caravan.

Trike History..
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A market still must have existed, because
Goulding Manufacturing Co., Saginaw, Michi-
gan, who normally marketed bulbous-nosed
sidecars, made a similar unit, the Gouldcar to .
carry 1000 lbs and was intended to be pulled
by Harley's or Chief's, and featured a right
angle drive then a shaft to the differential.

Trike development moved ahead with the
advent of WWII, one of the odd varieties
resembling a bren gun carrier with a motor-
cycle front end. The 1.5-litre Opel/NSU
HK101 Kenttenkrad, like Cugnot's steam trike
of 140 years earlier, was an artillery tractor but
with caterpillar treads instead of cartwheels.

The BMW R75 was the main WWII three-
wheeler with a twin range transmission and
drive to the sidecar wheel. The 340 Chief, H-D
and British sidehacks suffered in comparison,
especially in the desert, and this spurred
further development.

A prototype Chief trike was made that
featured a twin range transmission, magneto,
and shaft drive with a large skid pan for the
rough stuff. Similarly, Harley produced the TA
Knucklehead trike featuring auto advance,
shaft drive, but only a standard three-speed
and reverse. Five-gallon tanks were fitted with
the shifter on the right (an Indian tradition)
and a left-hand throttle, thus allowing the rider
to take potshots at the enemy (too bad if your
were a lefty).

Weird and wonderful machines were
tested by the army: a ULH mini-tank, a Chief
"motor husky" that resembled a large lawn
mower, an Indian/Chevy transverse V-twin
mini-jeep, and Crosley motorcycles. The latter
included a trike with a mono-shock front end
and gas tank in the seat. The solo had mono-
shock front and rear with the gas in the fender;
both were highly unconventional and quite
advanced – too much so for the military mind.

A subsequent example of military tender-
ing showed up in Art Buchwalds's book I
Think I Don't Remember, where an initial
order for a Harley sidehack costing $500

emerged the other end as a $10 million cross
between a floating tank, all-weather personnel
carrier, bulldozer, and helicopter!?

The collapse of the desert campaign left
Indian and Harley holding a bunch of shaft-
drive foot-shift power-plants, with frankly
sluggish performance. Unsuited for civilian
solo requirements, they were ideal for sidecars
or trikes, and Harley developed XA servicar in
1944. I say developed rather than originated
as, quite apart from the obvious plagiarism
from BMW the Delco Appliance Division of
General Motors tested a virtually identical
trike in April 1939– h m m m?

The 841 Indian, a transverse V-twin,
inspired the later Moto Guzzi solos, but
Guzzi's first transverse V-twin was the amaz-
ing "mechanical mule." This incredibly over-
sophisticated Italian trike came out in 1960 for
the Alpin elite mountain army corps. It fea-
tured shaft drive to all three wheels, let-down
bo-

gies that accepted optional caterpillar
tracks, and you could shorten the rear axle on
the move for tight squeezes. They only made
500 of there go-anywhere one-ton trikes, but
the 750cc o.h.v. engine lived on to power a
host of later solos.

There is even an after-market Guzzi-
powered replica Morgan three-wheeler avail-
able today, a happy blend of old and new it is;
somewhat along the lines of the replica 1918
Harley sidehack with an Evolution Sportster
engine currently advertised by Vintage Cycle
Works. For those unfamiliar with the beloved
"Moggie," this was transverse V-twin powered
by JAP of Matchless engines, air-or water-
cooled. They resembled a vintage sports car
with only one rear wheel, and to this day race
in sidecar events doing pretty good against
their contemporary rivals.

A modern factory equivalent would be the
Harley Tricar, but I doubt it will ever establish
the same enthusiasm; yes, they have run

Trike History..
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Panheads in "Moggies" but no Chiefs to my
knowledge.

Unusual to American eyes, similar ve-
hicles were common in postwar Europe where
petrol economy ruled the market-place. I
remember the tiny three-wheeler "bubble cars"
of the '50s: the Isetta, Heinkel, and the cock-
pit-like Messerschmidt. Britain countered with
the Bond and the Reliant that supplanted the
traditional sidecars, costing the same to license
(i.e. classed as a motorcycle) and offering
similar gas economy with superior weather
protection.

But what happened to "real" trikes? Well
Indian did make about 25 redesigned Dispatch
Tows in 1951 with aero-draulic forks and
Studebaker axle/hydraulic brakes.

Harley kept churning out Servicars till
'73, an unprecedented run for s.v. 45" motor,
which started somewhat inauspiciously back in
1928 with the D model. They still use them as
minibus "rick-shaws" in India, of all places,
and the Guinness Book of World Records
should see the number of passengers they
squeeze aboard. They still make Royal
Enfields at the old Madras subsidiary in India,
although the parent factory expired in 1971.

The first "Rolling Oilfield" in 1898 was a
trike, and the same Bullet engine still made in
India powered a commercial trike in the mid-
'50s under the Indian marque. It probably
utilized the same rear section as the Indian
factory's last trike, the Patrol. This had an
electric start, reverse gear, shaft drive, hydrau-
lic brakes and Indian's 500cc parallel twin
Torque motor. Few were made as the factory
was on its last legs, and apart from the
Servicar, Rockola, Cushman, and Mustang
trikes, that was it for US production.

Recently trikes have been mainly the
cheap and nasty VW kit varieties, or in Britain,
BMC mini powered equivalents. Typically, the
home-grown product is a different beast; in the
late '60s, "Big Daddy" Ed Roth bolted a V-8

Trike History..
directly to the differential, stuck a wide glide
out front and a radiator in the back. Ace high
on the straightaway, they turned Jester at the
first fast corner and you were soon gambling
with your life. These lethal torpedoes aggra-
vated the Achilles heel of trikes, handling the
fast twisties.

All sidehackers can remember that first
fast right-hander when their tub tried to loop
the loop on them. On trikes you get it from
both sides; not a problem at the 60 mph
Servicar top end but a Cobra trike at twice that
speed is an acquired taste (with all the long-
term prospects of immune deficiency).

So has our relationship with trikes
soured? Not if you ask "Chief" Simmons from
Ohio; he's owned five Indian trikes and de-
signed his own one-off '48 Chief trike by
welding on a Dispatch Tow tail, rather like the
flip-over Servicar/74" trikes that still turn up
at shows. "Chiefs" trike will carry three adults,
two kids, and all the gear you'll ever need at a
steady 60 mph. He tells me it handles great but
the rear inboard band brake must be a source
of anxiety bombing down wet mountain
twisties.

They come in all shapes and sizes, fast or
slow, business, war or pleasure; I guess you
could say I never met a trike I didn't like
(correction - I didn't mention the recently
banned ATV's and other kids' toy tricycles.
Hey, if you can't offend someone, what's the
point of writing?).

Allan Lowson
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Lance Tidwell and John Cameron's
Flxi/two-cam Hogs (JDH) sidehacks.

Trike History..

Very unusual - who can describe? Evolution Engined trike -handicapped
owner in B.C., Canada

1939 74 cu. in. Chief Traffic Car
Dale Pearson

1951: Last Dispatch-Tow, 25 made.
Used by the New York Fire Department

'Chief' Simmon's trike a homemade
Chief-Dispatch Tow hybrid - left side
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News from Overseas:
Note: The information supplied below is believed

correct. Information has not been verified indepen-
dently. If in error, we apologize up front and urge
correspondents to provide correct information.
from Richard Lilley, Austria

Comete
The Comete is a new concept in sidecars from

Side-Bike. Motorcycle attaches to the sidecar, not the
sidecar to the bike. Designed for the FJ. Around $9000
plus the bike.

EML
EML has also developed a new sidecar with an

electrical operated changeable windshield. The cockpit
can be completely open or closed. Looks somewhat
like the Vetter Terraplane in appearance. Kit developed
to fit the Yamaha FJ 1200.

Trail Reduction
Mr. Pfeifer (Otto) has developed another way to

reduce front wheel trail without using LL forks. The
front wheel is hung in steel blocks in front of the
normal axle mounting point. Wheel is reversed so disk
brake caliper mounts in front of telescopic forks. Trail
reduction of 1.3” for the Suzuki LS 650. With modifi-
cation, this may be suitable for other machines. Front
fork brace also recommended for heavy duty service.

Jewel
Jewel, a French sidecar manufacturer, is out of

business. Bankrupt. Helmut Walter, a leading sidecar
manufacturer in West Germany, has bought all rights,
including the right to use the name. Production to
continue in Harle, Germany.

Outings:
Danish Sidecar Club: Annual meeting September

1 to 3. For information, contact Paul Christensen,
Panvolig 4 Harup, DK-640 Sonderborg.

From Mike Donaldson, South Africa
Mike has been in contact with Vern Goodwin

regarding fitting Vern's electrically operated lean
control to the Flexit.

Flexit tried for several years, failed to find a good
market in South Africa but should reappear in CA.

O/S News
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Wednesday, June 21st
dawned dark and gloomy with
rain imminent. The day before
the rally! Holy smoke, the
time has actually come - the
year of anxiety, hard work,
long hours, begging, threaten-
ing, a thousand phone calls,
wondering, - will it all come
together? Will it be success-
ful? Will the Chapter mem-
bers show up? Will the
weather kill us? Will the
people enjoy Stone Mountain
Park?

Got to pick up the travel
trailer I rented from Dobbins
Air Force Base and the coffee
pot from the rental company;
thank God I had loaded the
pickup the night before. Have
I forgotten anything? A jillion
things to remember!

Arrived at the Stone
Mountain Campground about
1 pm after pulling a very
squirrelly travel trailer 35
miles. Several Chapter mem-
bers were already there and
helped me set up the trailer.
Then the rain started!

Early-bird rally goers
arrived but we had to tell
them that registration was on
Thursday. Some confusion at
the Park east gate. Attendees
asked the gate guards where
the rally was and the guards
told them they never heard
about a motorcycle rally for
that weekend and had no idea
where it might be if there

The 1989 National Sidecar Rally
as Seen Through the Eyes of the Rally Host

Rally
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were one going on. Some rally
goers had to pay to get in even
though they had gate passes
we had sent them when they
pre-registered. When I heard
about this I called Park man-
agement and got it straight-
ened out with no further
problems during the rally.
Well, there were a couple of
folks who thought they
shouldn't have to pay at all to
get into the Park even though
they hadn't pre-registered; oh
well, c'est la vie!

We set up the registration
area and the flow of register-
ing which worked out quite
well.

Where to put the T-
shirts? Last year's T-shirts and
pins? Paraphernalia? Who was
going to work which func-
tions?

Thursday morning was
warm by 9 am and we took
everything out of the storage
shed the Campground mainte-
nance supervisor had let us
use. We did the important
things first -made the coffee
and lemonade! The free coffee
and lemonade was a hit with
the attendees - we made 8 pots
of coffee (58 cup pot) and 5
jugs of lemonade (7 gallon
jug) between Thursday morn-
ing and Saturday evening.
Another hit was the Coca Cola
snack bar in the camping area.
We sold over 400 hot dogs
and hundreds of cold drinks.

The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..
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A note to future rally
hosts -make sure you have
some kind of snack bar for the
attendees; they appreciate it.

Things were pretty hectic
Thursday morning as we
opened registration. We had a
learning curve situation for
the first couple of hours until
we got the routine down pat.
Chapter members were com-
ing at me from all sides
wanting decisions, so I was
concerned about leaving to
pick up Hal Kendall. I left at
about 11:30 and picked up Hal
and Lee Kendall at the Windy
Hill Northside Bus Terminal
in Smyrna at about 1 pm.

When I picked up the
Kendall's, the weather was
dark, ugly, and very wet! Hal
wanted a cheap rental car, so I
took him to Rent-a-Heap
Cheap in Marietta. While we
were getting him signed up for
his heap, the roof started
leaking in the office all over
the papers while the owner ran
looking for buckets. Hal
finally got his '81 Chevrolet
(and a heap it was!) and we
took off for the Park about 35
miles away. Since engineers
find it difficult to read maps
(a joke, Hal, a joke!), he had
me lead the way and he stuck
to me like glue all the way to
the Park. We got to the Park at
about 3 pm, and everything
was running smoothly, like
clockwork. The Chapter had
coalesced into a well tuned

The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..
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organization and didn't really
need me after all.

A lot of folks gathered in
the large covered registration
area since it had a roof to get
in out of the almost constant
rain. We had 207 people pre-
registered for the rally which,
according to Ed Johnson and
Hal Kendall, was more than
any previous rally by about
30%. Based on past pre--
registration to registered-at-
rally ratios we expected an
attendance of 500 sidecarists.
We had 340 people in total
registered for the rally. It was
pretty much everyone's opin-
ion that the weather hurt us
badly.

Many people who came
to the rally from out of state
told us that they had friends
who had planned on coming,
but at the last minute decided
not to come because of the
dismal weather forecasts. It
really wasn't all that bad
although we did get a lot of
rain on Wednesday and Thurs-
day.

It didn't rain on Friday
until the evening when a brief
but heavy shower hit. Satur-
day was a beautiful but warm
day.

After breakfast and
coffee on Friday morning, 28
folks took off on the long
poker run which had check
points at Roswell Honda in

The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..
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The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..

Roswell, GA and the destina-
tion check point at Amicalola
Falls in the mountains of
north Georgia. Roswell Honda
had coffee and donuts for the
riders. Guy Patterson and Phil
Crider treated us very well
and we appreciate it very
much, fellas.

The 156 mile poker run
was won by Walter Steele of
Palm Bay, FL, with second
place finisher Larry Ward of
Flora, IN; and third place was
won by Ralph Henderson of
Port St. Lucie, FL

The 46 mile round trip
short poker run to Covington,
GA was enjoyed by 16 riders.
The first place trophy in the
short poker run was won by
Claudia Christensen of
Monticello, KY; the second
place winner was William
Jeffers of Frederick, MD; and
we had a tie for third place -
Frank Christensen of
Monticello, KY and Jim Kolb
of Rowlett, TX.

We thought the rideabout
was going to be a popular
event, but only 4 rigs signed
up and only two returned with
proof of reaching their desti-
nations. The rideabout was
won by Bill Myers of High-
lands, NC, and the second
place trophy went to Frank
and Claudia Christensen of
Monticello, KY.

The Friday evening meal
ride was to the Brookton
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Catfish School Restaurant
north of Gainesville, GA, a
trip of about 65 miles each
way. I was able to break away
and make this run with every-
body to the restaurant that
used to be a school and is out
in the middle of nowhere.
Renick Abbott led the entou-
rage of 23 bikes and 40 people
through the highways and
byways of rural Georgia.
About 10 minutes after we
departed, a real gully washer
rain hit us, so it was rain-suit
time.

After a further delay of
about 15 minutes caused by a
fatal accident up ahead, we
got underway. When we made
the left turn on to Hwy 124,
three bikes didn/Et see us
make the turn and kept on
going straight (they finally
showed up at the restaurant
about a half hour late). We
descended on the restaurant at
about 8 pm, but they were
ready for us.

We had our own room
and the service, as well as the
food, was outstanding! Boiled
and fried shrimp, fried catfish
(whole and filets) and all the
trimmings were served family
style.

The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..
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The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..

Far, Far, Away Award - most
miles from home - with or
without sidecar - Trevor and
Pam Quick, Newcastle, UK -
4,400 miles

Oldest male driver - sidecar -
Clarence Ort, Thomasville, PA
- 75 years young

Oldest female driver - sidecar -
Geneva "Jeep" Davis, Sunset
Hills, MD - 64

Oldest passenger - sidecar -Irene
Ort, Thomasville, PA - 75
years young

Youngest male driver - sidecar -
Adrian Sellers, Jr. -
Crawfordville, FL -35

Youngest female driver - sidecar
- Brenda Kerr, Fowler, OH -
36

Youngest passenger - sidecar -
Bradley Williams, Havana, FL
- 4 mos, 27 days old

Oldest male driver - solo bike -
Jesse Davis, Sunset Hills, MO
- 66

Youngest male driver - solo bike
- Terry Strassenburg, Home-
wood, IL - 42

Oldest female driver - solo bike -
Cathy Bednar, Villa Park, IL -
47

Youngest female driver - solo
bike - Tabatha Mullins,
Cullman, AL - 16

Vendor Support at
the Rally
Support those who supported
the 11th USCA Rally:
Kawasaki-Yamaha-Marieta 333

N. Cobb Pkwy, Marietta,

Roswell Honda, 11270 Elkins
Rd, Roswell, GA

Cycles Unlimited, 4787
Covington Hwy, Decatur

Ph. D Engineering, 4003
Lawrenceville Hy, Tucker

Earl Small's H-D, 465 Pat Melt
Rd., Smyrna, GA

Action Honda Suzuki

Wagoner Cycle Works, 4026
Lawrenceville Hy, Tucker

Cycle Nuts & Bolts, Clarkston,
GA

Honda of Cartersville, 4 S.
Tennennee St, Cartersville

Griffin Suzuki. 3336 N. Ex-
pressway, Griffin

Hack'd, PO Box 17640 Port-
land, OR 97217

Cycle Speciality, 1852 GA
Hwy. 85, Fayetteville

Cobb Co. Cycle Center, Inc.
Mableton

Yamaha- Cherokee- Suzuki
Canton

Harley-Davidson of Atlanta
2156 Sylvan Rd., East Point
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The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..

Hard Luck Award - Carolyn
Cavanaugh, Seattle, WA.
Carolyn broke down 26 miles
east of Wall, SD and had to be
towed 70 miles back to Rapid
City, SD for electrical problem
repairs (lost 26 hours). Broke
down again in St. Louis, MO -
same problem (lost 6 hours).
In shop again in Franklin, TN
for fouled plug. Total towing
and shop costs -$350. There
wasn't a dry eye in the place!!

I took over for Kevin at this time
and announced the winner of
the Raffle Prize (Time Out
Cargo Trailer) - Don Theall of
Monrovia, CA. I called Don a
couple of days after the rally
and he was really tickled about
winning the trailer. Jesse Land
and I are going to crate it for
him and ship it.

The Grand Prize (1987 Honda
Gyro scooter) was won by
Carl Heinicke of Linden-hurst,
IL. The last I saw of the
scooter was in Carl's Califor-
nia Friendship sidecar on the
way back to Illinois on Sunday
morning. A most interesting
sight!

The 50/50 winner of $198 was
Curtis Winter of Buford, GA
who told me he was so ner-
vous when his number was
called he could hardly stand
up. Curtis is retired and the
money came in real handy.

We gave out a whole big bunch
of door prizes, but we noticed
along about 9:15 or so that
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The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..

everybody was getting "antsy",
so I asked why. The answer
was that everybody wanted to
go to the Laser Show at 9:30.
We had quite a few door prizes
left, so we announced that the
door prize table was open and
come up and get what they
wanted. There was a mad rush
and the door prize table was
bare shortly thereafter!

Sunday morning was a good day
weather-wise and most people
were up and getting ready to
go early. Jerry Settle, a Chris-
tian Motorcyclist Association
member from Dickson, TN
conducted a well attended
religious service at 8 am.
There were a lot of goodbye/
Es and see-ya-laters, and most
folks were gone by 10 am. The
rally officially closed at 11 am.

I want to thank the Southeastern
Chapter members who pro-
vided the assistance and did all
the work: -

Renick and Joan Abbott,

Dave Adolph, Jim Bryan,

Jeriel and Julie Buice,

Porky and Ann Craft,

Ken and Mary Jo Faulkner,

Eddie and Cindy George,

Al and Lou Harder,

Walter Hobbs, Bill Kurtz,

Jesse Land, Glen Lillquist,

Richard and Zonie Renfroe and
their daughters
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The 1989 National Sidecar Rally..
Rally..

Julie and Linda,

Jim Rubens, Carl Schantz, Joe
Sessum and Joe, Jr, Sam and
Sandra Wehunt, Gene and
Suzon Williams,

Lynn Williamson,

and Curtis Winter.

If I forgot anyone, I humbly
apologize. I also neglected to
mention the great job that
Suzon Williams and Julie
Buice did with the children's
games. Thanks, Ladies!

As I mentioned in my opening
statement, I hope the benefits
and enjoyment you had
outweighed the pesky prob-
lems. We also sincerely hope
that you will think well of our
rally and had a great ride
home. Y'all come back, hear?

Larry Lehr
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1989 Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, CA: Oct 28 & 29
Rally

Saturday Oct 28 PM
Clyde Earl shows movies of

motorcycle racing, W.C. Fields,
something for everyone. Movies
end at 10pm, the curfew for park
entrance. Camping, sans show-
ers, available.

MOTELS:
Regal Lodge: 200 W.

Colorado, (818)246-7331.
Vagabond Hotel: 120 W. Colo-
rado, (818)240-2700. Golden
Key Motor:123 W Colorado,
(818)247-0111.

Sunday, 29 (Main)
Arrive early in your

sidecar. Bring family, friends,
and a picnic basket. Browse
among glorious sidecars from
the past to present. Meet old
friends and make new. Enjoy a
day of leisure. Prizes drawn
after lunch.

General Information:
Open from 9 am to 3 pm. Rally

Fee: $5/sidecar. Passengers,
spectators free. Free solo
bike park.

Reserved parking for classic,
antique, special interest, and
racing sidecars in the rally.

Refreshment stand with drinks
and food at nominal cost.

Rally T-shirts and hats.

No awards, games, or sidecar
judging.
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Touring
Russia by Motorcycle
by Jesse C. Land, Canton, Georgia

Touring Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Russia on a
motorcycle was no ordinary run of the mill motorcycle
tour. The group, led by Michael Von Theisman,
consisted of 27 motorcycles and 41 motorcyclists, and
is the second such tour allowed. They left Munich,
Germany on September 6 bound for the Soviet Union.
Motorcyclists are not regarded highly by the Soviet
because of the actions of a few miscreants.

Our objective was to get to Russia as quickly as
possible so we spent the night in Prague then headed
onwards to Wroclaw, Poland, and to Krakow. Here we
met the Polish Motorcycle Club, SMOK, and enjoyed
a picnic-style dinner party courtesy of our hosts. Some
from SMOK will visit the International Field Trials in
Winchester, Tennessee next Spring.

The Russians were intrigued with our bikes as
touring vehicles. We met hundreds of locals. They
simply gathered around our vehicles whenever we
stopped. Although a language barrier existed, the spirit
of comradeship thrived between us through the passion
for our two-wheeled vehicles.

We observed two classes of people, those who
have, and those who have not. In-between they use a
350cc motorcycle with a sidecar or carriage as it is
known in Russia. Our in-tourist guide told us that all
motorcycles over 350cc must be equipped with a
carriage. All sidecars appeared to be Ural's .

The Russians use their sidecars as we use our
pickup trucks. It was not uncommon to see farm
animals such as pigs or calves or even lumber and
other items transported in their sidecars.

We travelled from Brest to Kiev to Moscow
along the path taken by Hitler, Napoleon, and earlier
invaders. The mark they left on the Russian people can
never be erased. Our guide told us that a handfull of
people held off the German army for 28 days. The fort,
a very impressive structure, has been rebuilt as a
memorial. Many memorials were found on the journey
to Moscow. The Russians will never forget the past
with so many memorials to remind them of what their
history was like.

Their roads are something less than to be desired,
built of cobblestones. Concrete is not suitable because
of the extreme winters. A thin coating of asphalt does
smooth out the cobblestone roughness on some
highways but after a day's ride on a two-wheeler there
is no doubt as to the kind of road surface your bike and
body have been subjected to. Even our lunch suffered
this fate. After a morning's ride nothing in our sack
lunch was distinguishable.

Only the main roads between towns are cobbled,
the rest are dirt roads. The primary transportation for
those outside of the townships is by mules, horses and
wagons. The towns are few and far between.

All the hotels appeared to be built in the sixties
and not updated. Room lighting was so poor that
reading was out. There was every type of bathroom
fixture one could imagine! But after a hard day's ride
on their roads, no one felt like objecting to anything.

If you like cheeses, 20 or more varieties, with
many varieties of ham and hard rolls, then you are in
luck.

I saw enough fertile land to feed the whole of
Europe, but we saw only one field of potatoes from the
roads we travelled. There were fields of corn every-
where but no markets with vegetables. The guide was
quite evasive when asked why. Complicated questions
always met with the stock answer that this was the
Russian way.

I chose to rent my steed, a 400cc in-line Super
Sport Honda, which did not look right in the hands of a
sartorially deficient pilot. Cost was $960 for the
overseas stay. The costs of crating and transportation to
bring the bike to the US were just too great.

The favorable impression we left could grow and
encourage similar tours thereby binding our two
countries a little closer together.

Safe Sidecaring

Jesse Land, Canton, Georgia
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Guidelines for Submission Of Articles for
THE SIDECARIST.
Written contributions

Written contributions such as letters, fea-
tures, and articles are invited relating to motor-
cycles with sidecars. Articles may be on a variety
of topics including historical accounts, driving
experiences, product testing, technical items,
personality profiles, tours, rallies, shows, races of
major significance, industry news, Chapter
happenings, and so forth.

Articles about a particular model or mar-
quee should be well researched, compiled, and
fresh in content. A well-detailed story with
supporting facts and illustrations makes a better
article than shallow rambling prose.

Articles and letters may run from a few
lines to several pages. If typed, please use double
spacing on standard paper (8-1/2 x 11). If you
use a word processor, please send a copy of the
floppy disk with your paper copy. ASCII files
preferred. No payment is made for unsolicited
articles, however a complimentary one year
membership may be given at the discretion of the
Production Editor or Story Editor for substantial
contributions.

Photos
Photos should be sharp, properly composed

and uncluttered. Black and white glossies of 3-1/
2 x 5 preferred, but quality color photos are
accepted if they have good contrast. No instant
color prints, please. The decision of the editor on
the suitability of photographs or news clippings
for reproduction is final. Place a typed or neatly
printed self-adhesive sticker with a complete
description of the subject on the back of the
photograph.

News submissions
News submissions should brief. If photos

accompany the news item, please ensure that the
Sidecarist has reproduction rights, otherwise
follow above guidelines.

Editorial deadlines
Editorial deadlines are closed three months

ahead of publication cover date. Keep this in
mind when submitting items for the Coming
Events Section. The publication is mailed three
weeks ahead of the cover date.

Identification
Identify each page or photograph submitted

with your name, address, and a daytime and
evening telephone contact number.

Responsibility
Neither the Editorial and Publishing Team,

nor the USCA accept responsibility for material
submitted; material will be edited for clarity and
space.

Where to Send
All regular features such as Letters,

Classifieds, Chapter Corner, Industrial News,
Bits and pieces, Manufacturers and Services,
Racing News, Everything Else, Coming Events,
should be sent to: Neil Jameson, Production
Editor, THE SIDECARIST, c/o Jameson Enter-
prises, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA
95005.

All enquiries for space advertising should
be directed to Marge Ann Wimpee, Advertising
Manager, THE SIDECARIST, c/o Jameson
Enterprises, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA
95005.

Rally Coverage, major articles or special
features, or exchange advertising should be
directed to Kim Schwind, Story Editor, THE
SIDECARIST 35 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY
14450.

PC modems
Those sending material via PC modem

should first contact the appropriate Editor before-
hand.

Article Submission
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Safety
Fireside Chat on Safety
with Leslie McCoig

Safety is both a frame of mind and action on your
part. It begins long before you begin your ride with a
preventative operations maintenance check.
Before you begin:
*Did you check if you have the correct tire pressures?

*Are your oil and coolant levels correct? *Do your
brake, clutch, and throttle cables pull easily?

*Are they free of kinks or binds?

*Are all turn signals, headlight, tail light, stop light, and
sidecar running lamps operational?

*If chain driven, is the chain in good shape, lubricated
recently, and properly alig ned?

*Does the cut-off switch work?

*Is the horn operable and can it be heard clearly?

*Check those mirrors. Make sure they are clean and set
properly. A tight or a loose mirror is as a pain to set.

Preventive maintenance may save you large
repair bills along the road.

For the Road:
Odd size sidecar wheel axle bearings: sidecarists

have waited two or three days for a set of bearings to be
sent to them. Take an extra set with you, prepacked
with grease, with the race and grease seal. Put them in a
1/2 pint size deep freezer box, taped closed, so the
grease won't get over every thing. Also include a first
aid kit, wire, tape, and other needed items.

On Panic Stops:
Try to avoid panic stops by keeping three times

the speedometer reading in yards behind the vehicle in
front of you. But if you have to, remember your first
line of defense is the clutch.

Disengage the clutch first to remove the power
from the engine. While disengaging the clutch you are
also cutting or closing the throttle and applying your
brakes. The front brakes can provide 70 percent of your
stopping power if solo, or better than 60 percent for a
sidecar rig.

Squeeze the front brake lever steadily and firmly.
Do not grab it. Apply it as fully as you can without
locking the front wheel. At the same time, apply the
rear brake fully and also without locking it up. You
loose most of the potential stopping power when you
lock the cycles wheels. The weight and momentum of
the sidecar will then turn you to the left and in front of
oncoming traffic for a possible head-on collision.

Your best protection is keeping three times the
speedometer reading in yards distance behind the
vehicle in front . Slow down, let the more adventurous
driver sail on past. Let him find his own grave yard
between points A and B.

On rally rides:
*Always put the least experienced driver in front, let

him set the speed he can handle (trust he has a map,
or knows where to go - HAK).

*Never pass on a bridge or intersection.

*Never try to be the first one through the intersection
when the light just turns green. Someone may just
be running a red light.

*Never double pass a vehicle unless there are two or
more lanes all in your direction.

*Each driver must make his own decision before
passing a vehicle. You must have a place to go. Only
you can determine if there is room for your sidecar
to prevent an accident.

On two lane roads:
*Is there space ahead of the next vehicle to pull in?

*Do not pussy-foot about when passing.

*Drop down a gear or two to accelerate and get by
quickly. Do not cut in front of the passed vehicle
until you are at least sixty feet or more ahead of him.
Respect that he needs space to stop.

*Never tail gate. Keep at least three times the speedom-
eter reading in yards distance behind the vehicle in
front of you. Distance is your best protection.

*Always take weather conditions into account when
you ride, and the condition of the road surface, and
the traffic density.
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On merging traffic:
*Don't assume that the driver on an entrance ramp has

seen you. Change lanes or make a space for him to
get in. Watch for rubbish on the road-way such as
pealed off tire re-caps and other trash.

*Never ride along the side of another vehicle as you
may be in one of his blind spots.

*Never ever share your lane. Your sidecar, or even a
solo motorcycle, needs a full lane. Keep to a center
lane position to discourage a potential lane sharer.
Stop his temptation to squeeze you into a culvert
header or a flume entrance or an unprotected storm
outlet. He can cause you to drop your sidecar wheel
into a deep ditch and cause you to have an accident.

*Be very careful of the driver who is always in a hurry;
he is the bumper to bumper driver. He is found at
traffic intersections, at entrance and exit ways of a
clover leaf, at four way stops, and at ramps that
leave the highway for a secondary road.

Safety..
*Always watch out for bad road surface conditions

such as potholes or chuck holes, railroad tracks, ice,
hard-packed snow, wet wooden surfaces, loose
sand, dirt or gravel, oil spots at intersections, fresh
oiled road, and wet pavements, particularly just after
it starts to rain. This brings the hidden oil to the
surface oil and creates a very slick road. The oil is
later washed away in a heavy rain.

*Also watch out for wet steel surface manhole covers;
sloping, uneven grating groves; rain groves; wake-
up bars that alert you of some danger area ahead;
zones where sand and gravel have collected on the
road; and wet painted lane markings. These, and
many more, require reduced speed and caution,
particularly on curves. Fresh oiled roads are as
slippery as ice; while hard packed snow can melt
and turn into a mud like slush with ice below.

*The only time you should not use the front brake is if
the surface is extremely slippery, such as on ice or a
freshly oiled surf ace.  (Continued over...)
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Safety..
Sudden changes in speed and direction can

cause a skid on slippery surface. Make all turns,
braking, acceleration , and gear changing as gradu-
ally as possible. If possible, do not turn, or change
speed on very slippery spots until you are across
them.

*On clover leafs and at entrance and exit ramps:
watch for non-elevated off camber curves,
decreasing radius curves; always you will find
some rude ill mannered hot-rod driver will try to
pass you.

*Always let the big trucks go on ahead even if you
have to brake. If one of their tires blows it can
throw a large nasty lump of rubber directly at
you. You have a double chance of trouble if a
recap peals off in front of you. Always ride in a
clear area where the truck driver can see you in
his rear view mirrors.

On blind curves and other dead spots:
If you cannot see the road way all the way

ahead of the vehicle in front, then do not pass; do
not take the chance.

If you are passing a vehicle and an oncoming
vehicle suddenly pops out of a dead spot or around
a blind curve, you have just set yourself up for a
head on collision. There will probably not be any
place for you to go with your sidecar. Dead spots
and blind curves have caused the end of a lot of
drivers. Do not take a chance it, it may be your last.

On head checks:
Sidecarists have blind spots just as car drivers

do. Before you change lanes, first turn your head
and look over your shoulder at traffic behind you.
That is the only sure way to see the car behind you
in the next lane. If there are several lanes, check
that another vehicle is not headed for the same lane
you are heading for. Use your mirrors, know where
the other vehicles are, just in case you have to slow
down or stop suddenly.

When you stop at a stop sign or light, stop at
least four feet before the cross walk line. If some-
one behind is slow at braking you can pull forward

a bit. You may save yourself from being rear-ended
at the intersection..

Watch out for the tail-gater:
Your best protection is distance behind you, in

front of you, and on each side. This is your space
cushion. Protect it zealously.

On mirrors:
When parked, practice judging distance in the

mirror. Then turn around and see just how far off
you were on distance. Mirrors make cars seem
further behind then they really are.

On nighttime driving:
Your ability to see or be seen at night is

limited. You have just one head lamp, and hope-
fully, one sidecar running lamp. It's hard to see road
trash or the condition of the road until you are on
top of it.

Other operators have a hard time picking up
your head or tail lamp out of the stronger lights of
other vehicles. Use all the lights you can. Use the
hi-beam when you are not meeting or following a
vehicle. Ride at a slower speed at night. Even at the
slower speed you may not be able to avoid road
trash.

Use the vehicle ahead to your advantage. His
lights can often provide a better view of the road
than your own feeble lights.Bouncing tail lights
ahead alert you of rough bumps ahead. Distance is
your best protection. You cannot judge distance
accurately at night. Give yourself more distance
when passing other vehicles at night.

On parallel parked vehicles:
Watch for the left front wheel turned to the

left, or a sudden puff of exhaust smoke. That clown
will pull out in front of you without first looking
back to check on-coming traffic.

Do not ride close to parallel parked cars. A
door may open suddenly to be wiped off by your
sidecar.
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On balls and puppies:
If a ball rolls out into the street or a puppy

suddenly appears, you can bet there are children
just a few feet behind.

On leaf piles in the street:
There may be a small child or trash hiding in

that leaf pile so do not run over them for any
reason.

Watch out for:
Flying objects thrown from vehicles, cigar,

cigarette butts, other trash. Watch the rear dual tires
of trucks ahead. Large stones sometimes get
wedged between those tires, especially if the truck
recently came from a farm or from a county road.
When those rocks finally fly out they can do some
real damage.

Pick-up's with the tail gate down and children
sitting on it. Keep away from it. If the driver hits an
unexpected bump the children can hit the highway
at the speed he is traveling. They are in enough
trouble without you running over them.

On farm vehicles:
If they are in front of you, take great care

when passing. They don't usually have rear view
mirrors. He may just as soon turn left or right and
will let you worry about where you will go. Slow
down to the speed of the farm vehicle, sound your
horn, and pass with caution.

On the open range:
The livestock have the right of way. Wild life

buffalo do not need a reason to charge. Never sound
your horn at a buffalo, bull elk or moose, they may
think your hack is sick and put it out of its misery.

On fatigue:
Try to limit your distance to 250 or 300 miles

per day. Stop and get off, walk around a bit, at least
every hour or so. Check your hack over to see if
anything is getting loose. This also gets your mind
off the traffic, at least for a few minutes.

On alcohol and drugs:
Alcohol is involved in over half of highway

deaths. It effects your skills, judgement of distance,
physical reaction, mental alertness, and your sense
of safety, besides your courtesy.

Almost any drug can effect your skills. This
includes every day cold tablets, allergy pills, and so
forth. Check with your doctor so you know the
effects of any prescription medicine before you
ride. If you feel faint, dizzy, or weak, then stop and
wait until you feel normal and better.

If you must continue then slow down and
keep even more distance between you and the
vehicle in front of you.

No-dose tablets, Benzedrine inhalants, and
similar products leave you half awake and slow
down your physical reaction and mental alertness.

On deer alerts:
Animal or wild life alerts have proved their

worth to me if for no other reason -DOGS. I've not
had any problem with dogs since I put some deer
alerts on my cycle. However you have to be going
35 mph or faster before they seem to work. But just
the same, watch out for deer, wild turkeys, and
guinea fowl. Yes, I said guinea fowl.

One gets almost across the road when the rest
try to beat it to the other side first. With my bike
and sidecar I got 17 at one wack. They took out the
two front turn signals and brackets, the windshield,
both mirrors, and my helmet face shield. Also the
sidecar running lights, and the trailer side and turn
signal lights. They bloodied my noise and both
shoulders. If I had not had the cycle trunk setting
forward for use as a back rest I would have been
knocked completely off my bike. I had a sore neck
for several days. Those chatter boxes will do you in.

Before I tried the alerts I had two deer, five
geese, three ducks, a wild turkey, two dogs, and
seventeen guinea fowl to my score.

I mounted four deer alerts on my cycle,
covering them with window screen keep the bugs
out. They were frequency mixed in a non-linear

Safety..
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manner so you can have the sum of each, the
difference, and the total in harmonics of seven
frequencies.

Mine works very well on dogs. As soon as
they come from around the house they stop
abruptly. However, if an animal was one covers;
sloping, uneven, grating the move I do not think it
would hear it. I do not think even a steam whistle
would turn a running deer.

An alert will get the attention of deer and
antelope grazing at some 1000 feet or more. They
will raise their heads and stand still. I've noticed
that if the animal is going to move after hearing the
alert it will do so immediately after the cycle with
the alert on it goes by. If in a group, the cycle with
the alert should ride last.

On crossing deserts:
When crossing a desert, always carry water to

drink. Soda and soft drinks do little to quench your
thirst. If you break down in the desert, put a small
pebble in your mouth and you will drink much less
water as the stone holds moisture and keeps your
mouth from drying out. If no one comes by and you
run out of water, you can live like the rattle snake.
Chew the leaves of cactus. There is enough mois-
ture in the cactus to keep you going.

Take a wool blanket or wool clothing for each
person when crossing a desert. Wool will keep you
warm even if when wet. It can get real cold at night
in the desert.

On snakes:
Snakes move about at night. This is when they

do most of their hunting for mice, toads and what
ever. Don't go wandering around at night. Because
you did not see one snake during the day does not
mean there is not a train load of them out there.

On face protection:
Never ride without eye and face protection.

While making a left hand curve back in East of Big
Springs, Texas I met a gravel truck. He was moving
on. The left side of the truck bed broke loose
spilling gravel on the road.

Only one rock hit my hack on the left edge
side of my bobby windshield, then ripped off my
helmet face shield and cracked my full face Flumer
helmet. Bloodied my noise and lips something
fierce. If I had been riding solo, or without eye and
face protection, I would have had it.

The following May I would have eaten some
guinea fowl, toe nails, feathers, guts, and all, if I
had not had eye and face protection. Don't take
chances. You only have two eyes. If you don't
appreciate your eyes, place a blind over your eyes
and see how well you can make it around your
house or yard.

Note: in the Illinois Supreme Court decision,
1969, the moment you are temporarily blinded, by
debris getting into your unprotected eyes while
driving a motorcycle, you place the public at large
at risk; therefore mandatory eye protection is within
legitimate use of the legislation - HAK.

On vacations:
Don't over do it. I always do. Don't travel a

long distance the first day, like I always do.

Dress warmly:
A windshield is worth its money if you ride a

lot. Protect yourself from the wind, cold, and rain.
They tire you fast. Take frequent rest breaks. Stop,
get off, and walk around at least once every hour.
Check your rig over for things trying to get lose.
Get your mind off of traffic for a little while.

Always make room for a wool blanket you
can get to quickly in case of need. It can prevent
shock in case of an accident. Preventing shock may
save the life of someone you really care about.

Ride safe. See you on the road.

Leslie McCoig, Aurora, Missouri 65605

=============================
POSTED SPEED LIMITS APPLY ONLY TO

GOOD DRY IDEAL ROAD SURFACE
CONDITIONS.

Safety..
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The Future
The Future of This Vehicle of
the Past is Now
The New Generation of the Touring Sidecar is
Born - Introduction and Story by Gerard
Bourlier, Braine I'alleud, Belgium

Introduction:
I truly enjoy my sidecar outfit with its

directional wheel. The assembly is perfect. The
design is really fantastic.

Some 250 French Comete's have been sold
since production began last year, or 25 units per
month. Ten a month go to Germany, 10 will go to
Switzerland, two for Japan, while two are in
Belgium.

I will describe the ultimate sidecar that I've
ever known, the COMETE, the famous French
sidecar with a steered sidecar wheel.

Jean Claude Perrin, a French sidecar manu-
facturer, built the Jeaniel some years ago. It was
well built with French styling. It had a good
place in the sidecar market. Three years ago he
left Jeaniel to form a new factory to produce the
SIDE-BIKE.

Technical:
It is a "side-bike" and not a sidecar. That is

the new concept. The chair no longer hangs on
the side of the bike as this is not good for the
bike frame. It is the bike that is now hung on the
side of the sidecar! The motorcycle thus becomes
part of the "sidecar" chassis. The result is a
compact frame or chassis that is strong enough to
avoid distortion. Road holding is no longer
dependant on this "poor" motorcycle frame
which was designed solely for solo operation.

To have the vehicle steer as easily as a car,
the sidecar wheel must turn with the turning of
the front wheel. However, when turning in the
direction of the sidecar, the sidecar wheel has to
turn through a larger angle than the when turning
away from the sidecar. This ratio is 0.5 when
turning right and 0.2 when turning left (with a
right-hand mounted sidecar). The sidecar wheel

then follows the direction of travel and elimi-
nates the need for Rambo-type muscles to steer
the outfit. It also places less stress on the frame,
wheels, tires, or chassis.

There is also an anti-roll or stabilizing bar
between the two rear wheels to prevent the outfit
from leaning when cornering. If you turn sharply
in the direction of the sidecar, the chair will not
lift even if the chair is empty.

Suspension is provided by two parallelo-
grams, one for the front wheel, the other on the
sidecar wheel, in a similar fashion as found on
formula one race cars. No leading link forks or
Earles type forks. The wheels are coupled with
bars and links, and a spring pulling the assembly
to the left side to reduce the drag of the sidecar.
Tire sizes are of 155 or 175 section with a 13
inch front wheel and a 14 inch rear wheel.

Styling:
A sidecar manufacturer usually designs or

styles most things himself. But Mr. Perrin said
"I'm not able to think of the look of a very nice
sidecar so I gave this work to a professional
stylist." The results are seen in these photos.
Motorcycle fans and car drivers find it very
beautiful.

Pleasure:
Some sidecarists tell me they like sidecaring

because it is not easy. They like to fight their
machine. I used to drive classic sidecars such as
a GL 1000 / Squire (5 years), and a GL 1000 /
EML (4 years) so I understand where they are
coming from. But why keep your problems when
you can easily avoid them? I don't like to hear
my heart pounding when I go too fast into a
right-hand turn. I like to turn as easily as when I
ride a solo. A novice sidecarist can operate this
rig safely with far less experience.

Road-holding:
The outfit behaves itself very well on the

road. I recently drove back from Italy, including
310 miles over French national roads, and thor-
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oughly enjoyed myself in the good weather. On
long right-hand curves I was able to maintain
100 mph, without a passenger, and with just 90
pounds of luggage in the chair. There was no
need to ever lean onto the sidecar. On one occa-
sion, a right-hand curve came upon me quite
suddenly while travelling at 85 mph. With a
classic outfit I would have had to brake to reduce
speed. With the Comete, I leaned my body onto
the chair just to feel safe. This was not necessary
as the outfit turned easily without my leaning.

Summary:
The Comete can be described in three

words: pleasure, safety, and ease (of handling).
There are, however, some negative points. I
declare that it is a real outfit and not a car (which
do you prefer?) but some have their doubts. True,
it is a bit difficult to get two sidecar passengers
inside, a problem if you wish to take your grand-
mother. The passenger seating is the best I've
ever tried, just like a sofa. The noise is a trifle
high. It is now only made to fit a Yamaha FJ
1100 or 1200, and only to fit on the right side.

The outfit is very easy to drive at high
speeds of 125 mph without a passenger. This can
be a problem for those who cannot control their
speed. In France it is called the "Bouffe-Permis"
or the Driving License eater! The same problem
exists for high speed solo riders as well. Air
turbulence is absent for the driver. The passen-
gers can choose between four different ventila-
tion settings. Visibility is very good.

Cost:
If you provide your own bike you would get

the chair, the special forks, the wheels, and all
the necessary work done for 45,000 FF. A new FJ
1200 costs 49,000 FF so a completely new outfit
would cost 94,000 FF. But if you add up the
individual costs of a classic sidecar, the bike,
forks, wheels, and work, the difference in price is
not so big, but the enjoyment is great.

The sidecar is in a period of evolution.
Many experiments have been made to provide

this "nonsense" vehicle we all like with better
handling manners, including P.R. Fletcher's 4-
wheeled outfit, and other noble experiments. But
this is the first time they have been found on a
production outfit. Other sidecar manufacturers
should also be looking to the future and making
progress in the handling department. Hurry up,
for Mr. Perrin is always thinking ahead. He
knows the value of quality and service. He will
be a strong competitor.

Note:
You can obtain the sidecar in kit form and

fit it yourself. Better plan on two or three days.
The Comete is approved by the French Govern-
ment Approbation, also by the German TUV.

The address of the manufacturer is:

SIDE-BIKE, Rue Pascal, 10a, F-38140
Izeaux, France

I have no connection with the manufacturer,
except as a very satisfied customer.

Gerard Bourlier, Belgium

The Future

Comete w/ Jamaha FJ 1200
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BMW Conversions
BMW Conversions - Part 1
(Edited by Hal Kendall)

BMW makes up a large portion of the thousands
of sidecar outfits we have on register over the years.
Some have been extensively modified. This series is
devoted to the BMW fans. I, perhaps, am the best, or
worst, to edit this series as I know absolutely nothing
about the marquee. At least I am not prejudiced. But if
you are going to do some modifications, do them right
and with full understanding of what it is you are about
to do and why and with expectations you may antici-
pate.

Assisting me with this project are many of our
good sidecar friends and devotees such as Ed Johnson,
Jim Gribben, Jeff Witkowsky, Allan Atherton, Steve
Kimberley, George Glascock , Terry Strassenburg, and
Dave Lehnert, to name but a few. Without their help
and valuable suggestions this series would only have
been a dream. We also obtained valuable articles from
the BMW News (USA) and the BMW Club Journal
(UK) on this topic which we will share.

The first in this series was published in the
SIDECARIST in the December, 1988 - January, 1989
issue, titled "Sidecaring the /2" by Allen Atherton,
MOA 696. Other parts in this series will be published
as space and interest of members permit. Only in this
way can we truly exchange ideas pertinent to our sport.

A word of caution. Don't run out and modify your
machine just because someone else has. Weigh care-
fully what is said. If it has potential application to you
then proceed carefully. See if you can find a rig that has
been modified as you would like. Talk to that owner.
He will certainly take you for a spin. Perhaps you may
even be able to take it for a short ride. Do you have the
time, cash, the expertise, and the tools to do it yourself?
Or do you have the necessary contacts? There is lots of
help available.

Ed Johnson presents one point of view. The /2
series are fetching good prices as classic machines of
the era and are getting somewhat scarce. Don't mess
with them unless their mechanicals are worn out to the
point they cannot be economically restored. On the
other hand, BMW has not built a serviceable sidecar
frame since 1969. That was the year BMW decided to

compete with the Japanese head to head so their frames
were designed with solo operation only in mind. The
flimsy rear segment is attached with bolts. The main
frame is elliptical in cross-section which provides good
strength in the vertical plane. This design has less
strength in the transverse plane which is where the
main stresses occur after you add a sidecar.

In Germany, only the /2 units are permitted to be
operated with a sidecar attached although engine,
wheel, and brake upgrades are permitted. Indeed, a
900cc or a 1000cc power plant must be installed to
allow the rig to cruise at a ton, the minimum speed you
can drive on the Autobahn without getting run over.
Even so the /2 frames require strengthening as they
were only designed to handle about 42 hp; the modern
power plants can easily develop twice this power.

Ed points out that the /2 rear brakes are inferior
when compared to today's powerful anchors, a point
confirmed by other authorities. Today's Ninja has a
stopping potential of 1g, equivalent to being able to
stop on the vertical side of a cliff. My own American
Eagle was equipped with a rear 200mm sls drum
which was not very effective. When Laverda came out
with a 230mm dls rear wheel drum that really worked I
trashed my old brakes for the new. Brakes are one area
where there can be no compromise. So keep the old
brakes if you are going to restore your rig for a mu-
seum piece, but get the best stoppers you can afford if
you plan to drive it seriously on the highway, especially
on freeways surrounding downtown Houston.

Like a helmet, there is no time to retrofit them
when you are rapidly closing on an immovable object.
Good brakes are like insurance. You hope you never
need them but you are dead without them.

So what can we get if we were to sit down and
play mix-em and match-em with all the goodies that
BMW has produced over the years?

*One of the best frames designed for sidecar work

*Leading link forks designed for a sidecar

*Adjustable friction steering damper *Modern depend-
able power plants and transmissions

*Modern brakes and wheels
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Note: some items may be propriety items from
other sources such as shocks, wheels, and brakes.Now
let's see what our members have done to their rigs:

Marilyn Johnson's Rig:
This is a simple conversion for a specific task.

The machine is a ‘76 BMW R60/6 with Jupiter sidecar.

The /6 requires a sub-frame and one had been
installed, not perhaps the prettiest but well engineered
none the less. Mounting balls were welded to sub-
frame for the lower mounts. The upper front mount
was welded onto the bracket support for the Windjam-
mer fairing. The rear upper mount was welded onto the
frame by a professional welder who gusseted it for
further strength. All mounts have proven serviceable.

Marilyn soon found out that the stock R60 engine
was inadequate for serious long distance touring,
especially when cruising through the mountainous
roadways of Colorado. This problem was overcome
when a 100/7 engine was dropped in. A different
speedo head was required as this changed the gearing.

But another problem was the dreaded low speed
wobble. A VW type steering damper had been fitted
but the wobble was so intense that the ends of the
damper would break. Without the damper the machine
was virtually unridable. Installation of a set of Heim
joints solved the end breakage problem but not the
basic wobble problem which was the lack of lateral
rigidity of the tele fork setup.

A San Jose bridge type fork brace was installed,
and the front forks were fitted with heavy duty fork
springs and
spacers. Fork
oil weight was
increased from
5 to 10 SAE
weight. The
wobbles
disappeared so
the VW
damper was
removed as it
was not
necessary.

Ed Johnson's Rig:
Ed's machine is a 1980 BMW R80 which was

fitted with a genuine Bender sidecar, one of the last
units built by Mr. Vigo Bender. Ed had already kitted
his front end to bring it up to the specs already outlined
for Marilyn's rig. He also installed Koni adjustable
shocks and a Metzler Block K sidecar tire on the rear
(both machines). This cured the soft rear end wag.
Avon 350-19 sidecar tires were fitted to the front
wheels (both machines). Tire pressure was 40 psi.

Bender provided a well engineered basic sub-
frame which fitted the R80 perfectly. Ed fitted a
Hedingham Unit leading link front fork assembly with
reduced trail which he found suited his needs.

Conversion Details:
Rear-end:
*Clean, rebuild, and grease swing arm bushings
*Metzler 400-18 Block K tire, 40 psi
*Clean, grease, and rebuild wheel bearings
*Fit Koni adjustable shock absorbers
Front-end:
*San Jose BMW front fork brace
*Replace hydraulic steering damper
*Use 10 SAE fork oil
*San Jose heavy duty springs and spacers
*Avon 350-19 sidecar tire, 40 psi *Clean, rebuild, and

grease wheel bearings
*Check, grease, rebuild steering head bearings

BMW Conversions..

Marilyn's Jupiter/BMW 1000 on Left, Ed's Jupiter/BMW 800 on Right
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NIU Training
The Third Sidecar Instructor preparatory

School will be held at Crystal Lake, Illinois on
October 7 and 8, 1989 at the Mc Henry County
Community College. The School is conducted in
conjunction with the United Sidecar Association
and the Northern Illinois University of De Kalb,
Illinois.

You should have prior teaching experience
or training such as in public school, industrial, or
in the military service. You should also be an
experienced sidecarist to apply for certification
as a Sidecar Instructor.

Additional details available from: Ed
Johnson, Executive Secretary and National
Training Coordinator, United Sidecar Associa-
tion, Inc. 510 East 162 nd Street,

South Holland, IL 60473

or phone (312)333-9167.

Become a USCA - NIU Certified Sidecar Instructor:

Sidecar Safety School, June 24, 1989: Stone Mountain Park, GA
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‘tec Session
TIRE CONTACT PATCHES
AND WOBBLE
by J. R. Ewing, edited by Larry de Vos.

The February 1989 issue of CYCLE Magazine
includes an exceptionally good article by Kevin
Cameron: "Inside Mission To Michelin". Recommend
that you slip down to the newsstand and buy this one. It
is the stuff that goes into your personal library.

Cameron describes three circles measured around
the tire's tread (wheel-wise), one at the center of the
contact patch, and two at the outer edges of the patch.
He quotes number to indicate a substantial difference in
the circumference of those tread circles, the two outer
lines being much smaller.

The shaded area is the patch's pulling position for
a sidecar. The wheel is cambered left (the bike's
leanout), the tire contact patch is about 1/4" left (wheel
centerline C) of the normal center (wheel centerline D).

The tipping of the patch (line A - E) is obvious in
the drawing; the tilt of the centerline C is not so
obvious, for it starts at the center of the axle, several
inches below the drawing. What would be the drawing
of a "square" or radial tire? We need more experience
and study for that one!

In solo bike use, the tire would use the large
diameter tread-circle at D as it's contact center; points B
and F represent the outer edges of the contact patch,
smaller but equal in diameter tread-circles. The patch
center (line D) flattens out as it strikes the pavement; B
and F actually carry most of the load. As we move
toward true radial tires, the sidewalls supporting B and
F will become more flexible, not as supportive as has
been the case with our bias tires. D will then work
harder?

Indicated by the shaded area, the lean-out posi-
tions the contact patch center on line C. The patch
edges move to A and E.

Immediately apparent is that the left hand circle at
A is significantly smaller than at B; the circle at line C
is just a tad smaller than at D; and the circle at E is
considerably larger than at F. The unequal circles at A
and E cause the tire to want to turn left (a solo bike
leans into a turn, rather than steering into it).

Our workload, the sidecar, opposes this leftward
pull with an "equal" pull to the right, if the rig setup is
"correct".

What we are interested in, at wobble time, is that
all those circles are infinitely variable in size as the bike
cambers back and forth across the tire's curving tread
surface. The changing circles decrease or increase the
tire's own decision or inclination to steer left or right of
the setup ideal. None of this would matter if the wheel
would only hold position on a perfectly flat surface - no
steering, no bumps, no speed changes. Which our front
wheel cannot do, for the REAL culprit, the sidecar
wheel, is bump-jumping up and down, lifting and
lowering the sidecar; and is hitting bumps, twisting the
motorcycle now left, now right - all cambering the
front wheel from its driveway perfect setup!

[Ed. - While preparing the illustration, I noticed
that the patch A - E centered on C is tilted toward the
left of C, rather than perpendicular to it, as B - F is to D.
This probably adds push to the right, cancelling a bit of
the left-hand pull of the wheel camber. Does change to
a different tire size have much of an effect on this?
What effect does tire pressure or extra tire-flattening
load have on this factor? What happens with a soft-
sided nearly-flat-treaded radial?

[With all the factors, it's sort of surprizing we ever
get anywhere near a neutral setup, and more and more
obvious why that setup is often less than neutral, and
sometimes wobbly. - Larry de Voss]

Send your questions or comments to J. R. Ewing,
309 Teal Rd. Lafayette, 47905.
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‘tec Session - 2
Electric Lean Adjuster Rig
by Cal Ashley

I wanted to share my experiences with you
about Electric Lean Adjuster rigs. Vern Goodwin
mounted his new Double-wide sidecar, complete
with his Electric Lean Adjuster, on my 1988 GL-
1500/6 Gold Wing this spring. This Electric Lean
Adjuster just has to be the very best thing that
has come along for sidecars for many years.

Vern uses a three point mounting system
with two lower mounts and a single upper
mount. The effective length of the upper strut is
controlled by an electric motor controlled by a
switch mounted on the left handlebar, and easily
operated with your left index finger. Throw the
switch to the left and the bike begins leaning to
the left as long as you hold the switch down.
Release the switch and the bike maintains the set
position. Hit the switch to the right to return to
the vertical position, then release the switch.
Limit motor switches allow controlled movement
to a pre-set amount.

What makes this Electric Lean Adjuster so
great is that you actually lean the bike around
corners in either direction by operating the
handlebar mounted switch. By leaning the bike
the rig naturally wants to "steer" around the
corner in the direction the bike without effort or
input on the handlebars. You will still need to
apply some turning effort for those really sharp
turns, but the effort needed is reduced greatly.
Only on very sharp turns at speed is there a need
to put any real effort into turning. This turn
control feature is not found on any other sidecar
set-up I know about. The original look of the
cycle is maintained, and there is no need to
consider leading link forks to reduce steering
effort.

Besides being able to lean the rig into and
through turns safely, the Electric Lean Adjuster
allows you to easily compensate for factors such
as road camber, sidecar loading, wind loads from
any direction, and air drag resistance.

Most rigs pull to the right when you start up

a long hill or accelerate smartly from a stop. I
just tap the Lean Adjuster switch to the left and I
am running straight down the road. Your rig
starts to push to the left when descend a hill or
you let off your throttle. I merely tap the switch
slightly to the right and I am driving straight. All
without any handlebar effort in either direction.

My first sidecar was a Motovation with a
conventional four point hook-up. It took some
time to disconnect if I wanted to take a swift solo
run. Even on straight flat stretches of road my
arms would get very tired from having to con-
stantly push on the handlebars.

My next sidecar was a Vetter Terraplane
with a three point mounting and the trim control
feature. The trim allowed for slight lean control
of the bike and worked very well for compensat-
ing for road camber or winds. However, you
needed to be constantly adjusting the lean by
hand which soon became tiring if there were
constantly changing winds or road camber
changes. Nor was it designed to provide for
major lean control in turns, only to fine tune your
rig while riding straight down the road. The
Vetter did come off and go on much easier than
did the Motovation.

Both these sidecars were mounted onto
Gold Wings, and all bikes were left in a form to
permit me to ride them in solo configuration.
With either of my first two rigs I would usually
get from 5000 to 6000 miles on a set of factory
tires with the sidecar mounted. However, with
Vern's sidecar and the Electric Lean Adjuster I
have yet to see any significant wear. The tires
had 7000 miles of solo operation before I
mounted the rig. After putting on an additional
3000 miles with the sidecar the tires show little
sign of additional wear.

Needless to say, I am very pleased with this
new rig and still like to drive solo. The Electric
Lean Adjuster has eliminated all the things I
didn't like about sidecaring. I especially like the
way Vern mounted the sidecar. It is on or off in
just two or three minutes! The easiest installation
I have ever seen.
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I'm very happy with the new Double Wide sidecar. The 29 inch wide seat allows plenty of room
for both my sons (6, and 8 years old) to ride comfortably abreast with plenty of room. Everything
about this sidecar is first class, and the mounts are very stout. It has a very solid and secure feel at all
times. I would highly recommend this unit to any serious sidecarist.Cal Ashley, Carter Lake, IA

To The
Left, From
The Front

To The
Right,

From The
Rear

‘tec Session - 2..
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Helmet Laws:
Won a few; Lost a few!  Courtesy of the AMA

Senate Bill 413
The Connecticut Motorcycle Riders Asso-

ciation, CMRA, and the American Motorcyclist
Association, AMA, jointly provided testimony
that led to killing Senate Bill 413, sponsored by
Senator Thomas Upson, Republican from Water-
bury. SB 413 called for mandatory helmet use for
all motorcycles, and had passed both the House
and the Senate Transportation Committees.

Senate Bill  1007
Representative Steven Hanchuruck, Demo-

crat from Branford, then introduced SB 1007 to
require operators and passengers under 18, and
permit holders, to wear helmets. This bill met no
opposition from the AMA; it is expected to be
signed into law in June for an effective date of
January 1, 1990.

Assembly Bill 8
Assembly Bill 8, requiring all Californian

motorcyclists to wear helmets, passed the Senate
Transportation Committee on June 6. If the law
does not result in a reduction of motorcycle
accidents and fatalities it could be repealed on
December 31, 1993, according to an amendment
added by the Committee.

House Bill 270
House Bill 270, New Hampshire, estab-

lishes a rider safety education program to take
effect on July 1, 1989. It was introduced by
Representative Vincent Palumbo, Republican of
Kingston, and raises the permit, license, and
registration fees to increase from $2 to $5 to fund
the training program.

Legislative News
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the Past/Deadlines/etc.
THE WAY WE WERE
TEN YEARS AGO...1979:
Complete Chapter News with reports from the

Northern Illinois Region, Southern California,
New Jersey, and the International Sidecar
Club.

A report on Aspencade by Connie Brown.

Five Years Ago...1984:
Reports on the 1984 USCA Rally at Interlochen

by Dan Doyle and Dorde Woodruff.

An article about the three wheeled Fire Aero.

A nice piece by Bruce Wasserman,

More Sidecar History from Ixion "Motorcycle
Reminiscences".

If members wish to have a issue, send
request and $ 2.00 (US) for each issue (to cover
postage and handling) to: Joh Kliefoth, 21650 -
125th Way, City West, AZ 85375.

DEADLINES, ISSUES, DATES:
Vol. Issue Cover dates Ed.deadline

13 No.5 15Jul.-31 Aug. 1 Jun.

13 No.6 1 Sep- 14 Oct 15 Jul.

13 No.7 15 Oct- 30 Nov. 1 Sep.

13 No.8 1 Dec-Jan 15 15 Oct.

MOVING?
Please notify us six weeks in advance -

attach your mailing label, fill in your new ad-
dress in the coupon to the center right, and send
to: USCA ADDRESS,

130 So. Michigan, Villa Pk, IL 60181

RENEWALS
Renewing on time saves the USCA money

and a lot of extra work. Please check your own
mailing label and if your dues are coming up,
send your remittance to: USCA/ RENEWAL,
130 So. Michigan, Villa Pk, IL 60181

Your expiration month & year are just
above your name on the mailing label.
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Advt
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Advt
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Advt
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
September 1-4: Mirror Lake Campout, 3 miles south of Kalso, BC, Canada. Contact: Duncan Reid

(604)272-2286.

September 1-4: Texas M/C Showoff. Lake Somerville, Texas. Contact: Ratbike Willie, 505 Busch,
Houston, TX 77060.

September 3: Northern Illinois Sidecarists, 5th Annual Bathtub Derby (sidecars only), AMA Road/
Poker Run, South Holland, Illinois. Contact: Ed Johnson (312)333-9167.

September 4-8: Americade, Estes Park, Colorado. Contact: Americade, PO Box 2205, Glen
Falls, NY 12801; 1 (800)44ESTES. The USCA plans to participate with a sidecar booth. Contact
Clarence Kessler if you can assist. PO Box 764, Hot Springs, SD 57747.

September 8-10: Great Lake Sidecarists Fall Rally, Tri-Lakes Campground, Marshall, Michigan.
Contact: Barry Alexander (313)231-1379.

September 15-17: Hoosier Hacks, Wyandotte Woods State Recreation Area, Corydon, Indiana.
Contact: Ron Valdez (317)545-6342 or (317)634-5840.

September 22-24: Ears Across The Border Campout, corn and weenie roast, Fern Hill Campground,
Anacortes, Washington. Contact: Duncan Reid (604) 272-2286.

October 7-8: Sidecar Instructor Program, USCA, NIU, DeKalb, Illinois. Contact: Ed Johnson if you
wish to participate (312)333-9167.

November 3-5: M/C Show and Expo, Anaheim, California. USCA Sidecar Booth. Contact: Jim
Krautz if you can assist with the booth: (818)366-3179.

November 11-12: Arizona's 1st Annual Winter Rally, White Tanks Mountain Park (near Phoenix). $5
registration, group camping, no events, just fun. Contact: Arizona Sidecarists, PO Box 4943,
Apache Junction, AZ 85278, or call (602)981-5156.

November 25: TRA Barstow to Vegas, Death Valley Tour, starting at Desert Suzuki, Barstow, Califor-
nia. Contact : Gil Rojo (818)336-2893. (NB: Concurrent w/ B to V Dual Purpose Ride and the B
to V off road race. The three events will occur at the same time.

November 23-26 M/C Show and Expo, Houston, Texas. USCA Sidecar Booth. Contact: Hal Kendall
if you can assist with the booth, (713)493-5255.

January 1: 23rd Annual Polar Bear Run. Noon. No charge. South Suburban BMW, 2725 Chicago
Road, South Chicago Heights, Illinois. Contact: Marty Potasky (312)7546466.

January 19-21: M/C Show and Expo, Chicago, Illinois. USCA Sidecar Booth. Contact: Ed Johnson if
you can assist with the booth, (312)333-9167.

February 9-11: M/C Show and Expo, San Francisco, California. USCA Sidecar Booth. Contact: Skip
Baker if you can assist with the booth, (408)6372211.

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Classifieds
Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for non-members for two issues.

1ST TIME ADS FOR SALE:
1986 GL1200 SEI, 9000 miles, color matched

Motovation s/c with 4 gal aux. fuel tank, CB.
(312)896-3990. PO Box 211, N.Aurora, IL
60542.

1981 GL1100 Goldwing w/ Terra-plane s/c.
Show quality paint. Garaged. Sell to good
home only. $3500 obo. (818)345-1336.
Reseda, CA

1986 Harley-Davidson s/c w/ mounts for 1982 or
newer FXR. $2500. Buddy Burbeck, 704
North 15th Street, Moorhead, MN 56560.
(218)233-6766.

2ND TIME ADS FOR SALE:
1978 Yamaha 750XS w/ Velorex s/c. Windjam-

mer fairing; AM/FM/ Cassette/CB. 26K miles
on bike, 1K on s/c. Good first rig. $1500.
Patrick Tompson, RR1 Box 365, Grape Hol-
low Road, Holmes, NY 12531. (914)855-
5296.

1983 FLHT, 3K miles, w/ color matched 1979 H-
D car. Tonneau and bike cover, driver
backrest, trailer hitch, garage kept. Trailer
available. $8000 firm. Gary Moore, PO Box
53, Clallam Bay, WA 98326. (206)963-2830.

Vetter Terraplane s/c mounts for Honda
Goldwing. Like new. $1500 obo. Dale King,
981 Fern Road, Hudson, WI 54016. (715)386-
7151.

2ND TIME WANT ADS:
Goulding s/c, parts, or literature. H-D 45 parts,

military or civilian. New Ural parts. Larry
Kirschner, PO Box 237, Gardiner, NY
12525.H ome:(914)255-1046; Work:(914)297-
1616.
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Bookshop
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Goodies
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